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INVARIANT EIGENDISTRIBUTIONS
ON A SEMISIMPLE LIE ALGEBRA

by HARISH-CHANDRA

§ i. INTRODUCTION

Let 9 be a semisimple Lie algebra over R and T an invariant distribution on Q
which is an eigendistribution of all invariant differential operators on Q with constant
coefficients. Then the first result of this paper (Theorem i) asserts that T is a locally
summable function F which is analytic on the regular set 3' of Q (cf. Lemma i of [3(<?)]).
The second result (Theorem 5) can be stated as follows. Let D be an invariant analytic
differential operator on Q such that D/= o for every invariant C00 function / on g.
Then DS==o for any invariant distribution S on g (cf. [3(^)5 Lemma 3]). This
will be needed in the next paper of this series, in order to lift the first result, from g
to the corresponding group G (see [3^), Theorem i]), by means of the exponential
mapping.

Proof of Theorem i proceeds by induction on dim g. In § 2 we show that there
exists an analytic function F on g' such that T=F on g'. Moreover we verify that F
is locally summable on g and therefore it defines a distribution Tp on g. Thus it
remains to prove that 6 = T—Tp is actually zero. The results of § 3 enable us to reduce
this to the verification of the fact that no semisimple element H of g lies in Supp 6.
If H+o, this follows easily from [3 (z), Theorem 2] and the induction hypothesis.
Hence we conclude (see Corollary i of Lemma 8) that Supp 6 C^T where ^ is the
set of all nilpotent elements ofg. Let co be the Killing form ofg. Then a(<o)T== cT (ceC).
Since T==6+Tp, we get

W-c)Q==J
where J=—-(^((x))—^)Tp. By making use of [3 (j), Theorem 4], one proves that J==o
and therefore it follows from [3 (A), Theorem 5] that 6==o.

In § 8 we study the function F in greater detail. Let a be a Cartan subalgebra
ofg and 7^ the product of all the positive roots of (g, a). Define ^C1"1)̂ 71^11)!̂ 1'!)
for Hea'==ang'. Then we show that ^(^^^ can be extended to a continuous
function h^ on a and if b is another Gartan subalgebra of g, then h^==h^ on cmb
(Theorem 3). These results will be used in subsequent papers for a detailed study
of the irreducible characters of a semisimple Lie group. In § 10 we apply Theorem 3
to give a new and simpler proof of the main result of [3 (e)].
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6 H A R I S H - C H A N D R A

The rest of this paper is devoted to the proof of the second result mentioned at
the beginning. It depends, in an essential way, on Theorem i and the theory of Fourier
transforms for distributions. However, since the given distribution S is not assumed
to be tempered, one has to construct a method of reducing the problem to the tempered
case. This is done by means of Lemma 29. The last seven sections (§§ 15-21) are
devoted to the proof of this lemma.

This work was partially supported by grants from the Sloan and the National
Science Foundations.

§ 2. BEHAVIOUR OF T ON THE REGULAR SET

We use the terminology of [3 (A)] and [3 (i)]. Let g be a reductive Lie algebra
over R and 9' the set of all regular elements of 3. Let I (9,) denote the subalgebra of
all invariants in S(gJ (see [3 (z), § 9]). Fix a Euclidean measure dX on g.

Lemma 1. — Let T be a distribution on an open subset 0. of g. Assume that:
1) T is locally invariant;
2) There exists an ideal U in I(gJ such that dim(l(gj /U) <oo and 8(u)T = o for u^U.

Then there exists an analytic function F on ^l'==£lr\Q1 such that

T(f)=ffFdX
for all /eC^n').

Fix a point Hgen'. It is obviously enough to show that T coincides with an
analytic function around Hg. Fix a connected Lie group G with Lie algebra g and
let I) and A be the centralizers of Ho in g and G respectively. Then I) is a Cartan
subalgebra of g and A is the corresponding Cartan subgroup of G [3(^)5 Lemma 8].
Let x—>x* denote the natural projection of G on G*=G/A. As usual we define
x*H==xH (^eG,Het)). Then if n == dim g and I^^^ng', the mapping <p : (^*, H)-^*H
has rank n everywhere on G^xl)' [3(z), Lemma 15]. Therefore we can select open
connected neighborhoods Go and I)o of i and H() in G and I)' respectively such that
^)=GoI)oc^ ^d 9 ls univalent on Go*Xl)o. Then O.Q is open in g and 9 defines an
analytic diffeomorphism yo of G^x^o onto Q.Q.

Fix a Euclidean measure dff. on I) and let a^ denote the distribution on I)o which
corresponds to T under Lemma 17 of [3(i)]. As usual let n denote the product of all
the positive roots of (g, I)). Then if a='n:G^y we conclude from Theorem 2 of [3(z)]
that (){u^)a=o for ueU. Let U^ denote the image of U under the homomorphism
p->p^ of I (g,) into S (I),). Put 93=S(I)Jll^. Since dim(I(g,)/U)<oo, it follows from
Lemma 19 of [3(1)] that dim(S(I)g)/33)<oo. Moreover it is obvious that 8(v)c=o
for ye93. Therefore from the corollary of [3(6), Lemma 27], we get the following result.

Lemma 2. — We can choose linear functions \ and polynomial functions p^ on I)g (i^^r)
such that

a(P)-J^H (f^TOo))
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INVARIANT EIGENDISTRIBUTIONS ON A SEMISIMPLE LIE ALGEBRA 7

where

g(H)^^p^iW (He^).

This shows that

TC/J^JP^-^H (aeC^GoX^))

in the notation of [3(z), Lemma 17].
Since 90 is an analytic diffeomorphism, we can now define an analytic function F

on Q.Q as follows:
F(^H)=^(H)7r(H)-1 (^eG;, Hel)o).

Then if aeC^GoX t)o), we have

J/,FrfX=Ja(^ : ̂ F^^^H^J^-^H^TffJ.

Since the mapping a-^ of (^(GoX^o) into C^o) is surjective [3(A), Theorem i],
this implies that T==F on O.Q and so Lemma i is proved.

Lemma 3. — The function F of Lemma 1 is locally summable on Q..
Let /=rankg and t an indeterminate. We denote by T](X) (Xeg,) the coefficient

oft1 in det^—ad X). Then we know (see [s{j), Corollary 2 of Lemma 30]) that | Y] \-1'2

is locally summable on g. Since the singular set of 9 is of measure zero, it would be
enough to show that there exists a neighborhood V (in 0.) of any given point X^eO,
such that [ ^ I ^ I F I is bounded on Vn^'.

Fix Xo in Q. and a positive-definite quadratic form Q on g. For e>o, let Q
be the set of all Xeg such that Q(X—Xo)<£2. Then ^CQ if e is sufficiently6

small. Put
^X^Q^X-Xo)-^^) (Xeg).

Then p is a polynomial function on g. Let g" be the set of all points Xeg where
^(X)+ o. By a theorem ofWhitney [4, Theorem 4, p. 547] g" has only a finite number
of connected components. It is obvious that any connected component of ^g==^ng'
is also a connected component of g". Hence Qg has only a finite number of connected
components (1). So it would be enough to show that H^IF] remains bounded
on a connected component 0° of tig.

We now fix an element HoG^0 and use the notation of the proof of Lemma i.
In particular cp is the mapping (^H)->^H of G*xl)' into g'. Let U denote the
connected component of (i*, Ho) in (p"^0). We claim that (p(U)==^0. Since 9 is
everywhere regular, 9(U) is open in n°. Therefore since 0° is connected, it would
be enough to show that (p(U) is closed in fl°. So let (^, H^) (k>_ i) be a sequence in U
such that X^ == ̂ * H^ converges to some point X e ̂ °. Then T] (H^) = 73 (^ H^) -^ T] (X) 4= o.

(1) This proof was pointed out to me by A. Borel.
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8 H A R I S H - C H A N D R A

Moreover X^e^C^g. Since Qg is a bounded set in g, we can conclude from Lemma 23
of [3(j)J Aat H^ remains bounded. Hence by selecting a subsequence, we can arrange
that H^ converges to some H'el). But then ^(H^T^X)^ o and therefore H'el)'.
Hence [3(j), Lemma 8] A is the centralizer of H' in G and therefore [3(j), Lemma 7]
x^ remains within a compact subset of G*. So again by selecting a subsequence we can
assume that x^->x* for some x"eG\ Then (^ H^)->(;c\ H') in G^xl)'. Since X^—X,
it follows that ^H'^Xe^0 and therefore (^, H^ecp"1^0). But U, being a connected
component of 9-^n0), is closed in cp""1^0). Hence (^H^eU and X^^H'ey (U).
This proves that cp(U) is closed in ^° and therefore 9(U)=^°.

Now choose Go, I)o as in the proof of Lemma i. We may assume that G^ X t)o CU.
Moreover we recall (see Lemma 2) that g is defined and analytic on t). Consider the
function v : (x\ H) -> F(^H)—7^:(H)-1^(H) on U. It is obviously analytic and it
vanishes identically on G^ X I)o. Therefore, since U is connected, v = o. This shows that

|^(^H)|1/2 |F(^H)1=|^H)[

for (^*,H)eU. However 9(U)==Q° is contained in the bounded set tig. Therefore
if V is the projection of U on I), it follows from [3(j), Lemma 23] that V is bounded.
Hence g is bounded on V and therefore I T J I ^ I F I is bounded on (p(U)==^°. This
proves Lemma 3.

Corollary. — Let ^el(g^). Then S(p)F is also locally summable on Q..
Since F is analytic and T==F on n', it is clear that c)(p)T = 8{p)F on 0.'.

However the distribution 8(p)T obviously also satisfies all the conditions of Lemma i.
Therefore our assertion follows by applying Lemma 3 to (^(j^)T, ^(j&)F) in place of (T, F).

O being a locally summable function on Q, define the distribution T^ on 0. by

T^C/)==J/OrfX (/^°°(^)).

We intend to show (under some mild extra conditions) that T==Tp.
Let F^ be the set of all points Xetl such that T coincides around X with an analytic

function. Clearly 0.^ is open and there exists an analytic function F^ on ̂  such that
T==F^ on Q^. Moreover ^p^' from Lemma i and therefore F^=F on Q.\ But
then, since the singular set of g has measure zero, it is obvious that Tp == Tp. Hence
we shall write F instead of F^.

We say that an element Heg is of compact type if i) ad H is semisimple and 2) the
derived algebra of the centralizer 3 of H in g is compact. (It follows from i) that 3
is reductive in g and therefore [3, 3] is semisimple.)

Lemma 4. — Every element of 0. of compact type lies in 0.^.
Fix an element Ho in Q of compact type and let 3 denote the centralizer of Ho

in g. Then it is clear that 3 satisfies the conditions of [3(^), § 2]. Define ^ and 3' as
in [3(z), § 2]. Let 3 be the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to 3 and x->x the
natural mapping of G on G* == G/E. Since 3 is reductive, S is unimodular and therefore
there exists an invariant measure dx* on G*. Select open neighborhoods Go and 30
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INVARIANT EIGENDISTRIBUTIONS ON A SEMISIMPLE LIE ALGEBRA 9

of i and Ho in G and 3' respectively such that ^CQ. and Go is connected. Let G;
denote the image of Go in G*. Then if Go and go are sufficiently small, the following
conditions hold (see [3(<?), pp. 654-655]).

1) There exists an analytic mapping ^ of Go into G such that (^))*==^ {x'eG^)
and ^ is regular on Go.

2) The mapping cp : {x\ Z) -> ^(^)Z of G;xgo into ^ is univalent.
Put Qo = 9 (G^ X 3o) • Then O.o is open in t2 and <p is an analytic diffeomorphism of G^ x go
onto ^o- Moreover since gi=[g,g] is compact, 300= H go is open. Hence by
replacing go by goo, we can assume that g^=go.

Let (TT be the distribution on go which corresponds to T under Lemma 17 of [3(2)].
Since |^|1/2 is an analytic function on go, c=\^2^ is also a distribution on go.
Moreover since ^>o on go it follows from Theorem 2 of [3(2)] that a(^)<r = o for ueU.
Let Ug denote the image of U in I(g,) under the mapping p->p^ of I(g,) into I(g,).
Put 93=I(g^. Then a(y)cr==o for ye93 and it follows from Lemma 19 of [ ^ ( i ) ' }
that dim(l(gj/®)<oo.

Let Cg be the center and gi the derived algebra of g. We identify gi with its dual
under the Killing form coi of gi. Select a base H^, . . ., H, for Cg over R and put

(o=H,2+...+H,2-cOl.

Then coel(g,) and since gi is compact, D=^(co) is an elliptic differential operator
on g. Let N=dim(I(g,)/93). Then we can choose complex numbers q , . . . , ^ such
that

o^+q^-'+.-.+^S.
Hence

(D^iD^+.-.+^-o.

This shows that a satisfies an elliptic differential equation with constant coefficients.
Therefore there exists an analytic function g on go such that

T(P)=J(B^Z (^C,°°(go)).

Since ^ is invariant under S, it follows from [3(2), Lemma 17] that g is locally invariant
(with respect to g). Therefore since S is connected and g?=go, it follows that g
is invariant under E.

Now consider the analytic function FQ on O.o defined by

Fo(9(^ Z))=|?:(Z)|-^(Z) (^eG;, Zego)

Then if aeC:°(GoX go), we have (see [3(2), § 7])

jf,F,dX=f^x : Z)F,{xZ)dxdZ.

However if X(=GQ, it is clear that x==^{x^ where ^eS. Therefore

Fo(A:Z)-Fo(cp(^SZ))=|^:(Z)|-l^(Z) (Zego)
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io H A R I S H - C H A N D R A

since ^ and g are invariant under S. This shows that

ff^,dX=j^x : Z)\W\-^g(Z)dxdZ

-J^r^Z^^pJ^TC/J

from Lemma 17 of [3 (?')]. Hence T==FQ on Q.Q and this proves that HQE^.

§ 3. SOME PROPERTIES OF COMPLETELY INVARIANT SETS

We keep to the above notation. An element Heg is called semisimple if ad H
is semisimple. Moreover Xeg is called nilpotent if Xegi== [g, g] and ad X is nilpotent.
It is obvious that if X is both semisimple and nilpotent then X = o.

Lemma 5. — Any element Yeg can be written uniquely in the form Y == H 4- X where H
is a semisimple and X a nilpotent element of g and [H, X] == o.

Let c be the center of g. Since g==c+g i , the lemma follows from well-known
facts about semisimple Lie algebras (see Bourbaki [2, p. 79]). H and X respectively
are called the semisimple and the nilpotent components of Y.

Lemma 6. — Let 3 be a subalgebra of g which is reductive in g. An element Z of 3 is
semisimple (or nilpotent) in 3, if and only if the same holds in g.

Let Cg be the center of 3. Since 3 is reductive in g, every element of Cg is semisimple
in g. The lemma follows easily from this (see [2, p. 79]).

Corollary. — Let Zc3. Then the semisimple component of Z in 3 is the same as in g.
Similarly for the nilpotent component.

This is obvious from Lemma 5.
Lemma 7. — Let U\ be a neighborhood of ^ero in g^ and X a nilpotent element o/"g. Then

we can choose xeG such that xXeU\.
We may assume that X+o. Then by the Jacobson-Morosow theorem [3(^)5

Lemma 24], we can choose Heg^ suchthat [H,X]==2X. Put ^=exp(—^H)eG(^eR).
Then a^^=e~2tX. and therefore ^XeUi if t is positive and sufficiently large.

Corollary. — Let H denote the semisimple component of an element Zeg. Then (1)
He GHZ6).

Let X be the nilpotent component of Z so that Z=H+X. Consider the
centralizer 3 of H in g. Then 3 is reductive in g and X<=3. Hence X is nilpotent
in 3 (Lemma 6). Let S be the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to 3. Then by
Lemma 7, applied to 3, we have

HeH + C1(X5) = C1(Z3) CC^Z0).

Let iQ be a subset ofg. We say that Q is completely invariant if it has the following
property: C being any compact subset of t2, CUC^CQ.

(1) CIS denotes the closure of S.
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INVARIANT EIGENDISTRIBUTIONS ON A SEMISIMPLE LIE ALGEBRA 11

Lemma 8. — Let Q. be a completely invariant subset of Q and Z an element in n. Then
if H is the semisimple component of Z, HeO.

This is obvious from the corollary of Lemma 7.
Let ^T be the set of all nilpotent elements of g.
Corollary 1. — Let S be the set of all semisimple elements of Q. and 0 an invariant subset

of 0. which is closed in 0.. Then <&nS==0 implies that 0=0. Similarly $nSc.[o}
implies that OcQn^\

For suppose ZeO. Then if H is the semisimple component of Z, HeCHZ^CQ.
Since 0 is invariant and closed in 0, it follows that HeOnS. The two statements
of the corollary are now obvious.

Corollary 2. — Let Q.Q be an open and invariant subset of Q. Assume that SCO.Q.
Then ^o=0.

This follows from Corollary i by taking 0 to be the complement of O.o in t2.
Let c be the center of g. Fix an open and completely invariant subset Q of g

and a point Xo==Co+Zo (C^ec, Z^ec^) in t2. Select a relatively compact and open
neighborhood Cg of Co in C such that Cl(Co)+ZoCQ.

Lemma 9. — Let 0.^ be the set of all Zegi such that Z + GIC()CQ. Then 0.^ is an open
and completely invariant neighborhood of Zg in gi.

It is obvious that 0.^ is an open neighborhood of Zg in gi. Fix a compact set Q
in t^i. Then CIC()+Q is a compact subset of 0. and therefore

Gl(ClCo+QJG=ClCo+ CW)c^

since Q. is completely invariant. This shows that 01(0°) CQ^ and therefore ̂  is also
completely invariant.

Lemma 10. — The following three conditions on 0, are equivalent:
1) QnJ^+0;
2) oeQ;
3) .rca
Let XeQn^T. By Lemma 8, oeQ. Hence i) implies 2). Now assume oe^.

Then if Xe^, it follows from Lemma 7 that X^efl for some xeG. Since 0. is invariant,
this means that XeiQ. Therefore 2) implies 3). It is obvious that 3) implies i).

§ 4. THE MAIN PART OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM i

We shall now begin the proof of the following theorem (cf. [3(^)3 Lemma i]).
Theorem 2. — Let Q be a reductive Lie algebra over R, Q an open and completely invariant

subset of Q and T a distribution on Q.. Assume that:
1) T is invariant;
2) There exists an ideal Uin I(9c) such that dim(I(gJ/U)<oo and ()(u)T==o for ueU.

Then T is a locally summab Ie function on Q. which is analytic on O'^ Ong'.
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12 H A R I S H - G H A N D R A

We use induction on dim 3. Let F be the analytic function on Q' corresponding
to Lemma i. Then by Lemma 3, F is locally summable on 0. and we have to show
that T==Tp.

Let C be the center and gi the derived algebra of 9. First assume that C4={o}.
Fix a point Xo==Co+Zo (Co^c, Zgeg^) in0. We have to prove that T==Tp around Xg.
Select an open and relatively compact neighborhood Co of Go in C such that (ClCo) + Zg CO.
Let iQi be the set of all elements Zeg^ such that Cko+ZCO. Then by Lemma 9,
DI is also completely invariant.

Fix Euclidean measures dC and dZ on C and gi respectively such that d^==dCdZ
for X== C+Z (Gee, Zeg^) and, for any aeC^Co), consider the distribution 6^ on £1^
given by

6,(p)=T(aX(B) (Î C^)).

Then if G^ is the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to gi, it is clear that 6^ is invariant
under Gi. Moreover Hg^^S^Hgi,) since g = = C + g i . Put Ui==UnI(gi,). Then
it is obvious that

dim(I(9j/Ui)^dim(I(9,)/lI)<o)

and 8{u)Q^==o for ^eiti. Therefore, since dim gi<dim g, it follows by the induction
hypothesis that 6^ coincides on 0.^ with a locally summable function ̂ . Put Q.[ = ̂ n Q[
where Q[ is the set of those elements of gi which are regular in gr Since 9 '==c+gi ,
it is clear that CQ+^CQ'. Moreover since T==Tp on ti', it follows that

6,(p)=T(aXp)=TF(aXp)=Ja(C)p(Z)F(G+Z)rfCrfZ

for peCW(iQl). Since ̂  is analytic on Q.[ (by the induction hypothesis), it is clear from
the above relation that

^(Z)=Ja(G)F(C+Z)rfC (ZeQ;).

But since g^ and F are locally summable on 0.^ and 0. respectively, we can now conclude
that

T(aXp)=e,(p)=JP(Z)a(C)F(C+Z)rfCrfZ=Tp(aX(B)

for (BeG^i). This proves (see [3 (A), Lemma 3]) that T=Tp on Co+Hi.
So now we can assume that c=={o} and therefore g is semisimple. Fix a

semisimple element Hg+o in D. We shall first prove that T==Tp around Ho. Let 3
be the centralizer of Ho in g and S the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to 3.
Define ^ and 3' as in [3^), § 2]. Then ^(Ho)=h o. Let Qg be the set of all Ze^nQ such
that j^(Z) |>[^(Ho) | /2 . Then ^3 is an open neighborhood of Ho in 3'. Moreover
since ^ is invariant under 3, it follows easily that tig is completely invariant in 3. Let dry
be the distribution on 0^ corresponding to T under [3^'), Lemma 17] with GQ=G
and 3o==^. Then by Corollary i of [3^), Lemma 17], <TT is invariant under 3.
Now ^>o on ^3. Hence (J=\^\112Cry is also an invariant distribution on 0.^ and
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INVARIANT EIGENDISTRIBUTIONS ON A SEMISIMPLE LIE ALGEBRA 13

it follows from Theorem 2 of [3^)] that ^(^)or==o for ueU. Let Ug denote the image
of U under the homomorphism p->p^ of I(9c) into I(3c). Then if 33 ==I(3^)Up it is
clear from Lemma 19 of[3(z)] that dim(I(3j/93)<oo. On the other hand dim 3<dimg
since Q is semisimple and Ho =(= o. Therefore the induction hypothesis is applicable
to (<r, 0^, 93) in place of (T, 0., U). Let Qg be the set of all points in fig which are
regular in 3. Then cr coincides with a locally summable function g on tig which
is analytic on f2g. This shows that

T(/J=^(Pa)-JPa|S|-l/2^Z (aeC^Gx^))

in the notation of [3(^)3 Lemma 17]. On the other hand since ^C^y it is clear that
QgCQ'. Moreover T==Tp on Q'. Therefore

T(/J=Tp(/J=Ja(^ : Z)f(xZ)dxdZ

for aeC^(Gxffi). However T is invariant and therefore the same holds for F. Hence

T(/J=J(B,(Z)F(Z)rfZ.

This proves that g{Z)== ̂ (Z^^Z) for Ze^g. Now fix aeC"(Gx^). Then

T^J^JM^I-^Z-J^PJ^I-^Z
==J^a(^ : Z)F(^Z)^Z=Tp(/J

from Corollary 2 of [3(^)5 Theorem i]. This proves that T==Tp around Ho.
Put 6==T—Tp. Then 6 is an invariant distribution on fl.
Lemma 11. — Let .yT be the set of all nilpotent elements of g. Then

Supp OCyfna

It follows from the above proof that no semisimple element of Q, other than zero,
can lie in Supp 8. Therefore our assertion follows immediately by taking 0 == Supp 6
in Corollary i of Lemma 8.

As usual we identify Qc with its dual under the Killing form co of g.
Lemma 12. — Assume that there exists a complex number c and an integer r>o such

that {c>^)—cYT==o. Then T^Tp.
We shall prove this by induction on r. If r == o then T == o and our statement

is true. So assume that r> i. Put To = (^(co)—c)T. Then To satisfies all the conditions
of Theorem i and (^(co)—c^^To^o. Moreover since T==F on Q'and F is analytic
on 0.\ it is obvious that To==(^(o))—c)F on Q.\ Therefore it follows by the induction
hypothesis that To^Tp^ where Fo=(^(co)—c)F (see also the corollary of Lemma 3).
Hence

(a(<o)-.)(6+Tp)=Tp,

and therefore
(a(co)-.)e=T^p-^(co)Tp.
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14 H A R I S H - C H A N D R A

Lemma 13. — T^p^—(o))Tp=o.
Assuming this for a moment, we shall complete the proof of Lemma 12. For

then we have (^(o)—c)Q=o and therefore we conclude from [3(^)5 Theorem 5]
that Q==o. Hence T=Tp.

The proof of Lemma 13 is based on Theorem 4 of [3(j)J and requires some prepa-
ration. Select a system of generators (1) (^i, . . . ,An) for the algebra I(g,) over C.

Lemma 14. — Fix X^Gg and for any s>o, let Ux^(e) denote the set of all Xeg such
that |A(X)—A(Xo)[<e (i^i^m). 77^ Ux/s) is open and completely invariant.

Ux (s) is obviously open. Let C be a compact subset of U^/s). Then it is clear
that we can choose a (o<a<i) such that

sup|A(X)-A(Xo)|^ (i^^).
xec

Since p, is invariant, it is obvious that lAC^—^^o)!^ for ^Y ^01(0°) and
therefore Ux/e) is completely invariant.

Now put Jo^T^F—^)1? and fix XoeQ. We have to prove that Jo=o
around Xo. Define Q(£)=^nUx/£) for s>o. Then ^(s) is an open and completely
invariant neighborhood of XQ. We shall now use the notation of [3(j), Theorem 4].
Put <D,(£)=^n^(£) and 0,= H <D,(s) (i^^r). If HeO,, it is clear that p(B.)=p(Xo)
for ^el(gj. Hence it follows from Chevalley's theorem [3(6*), Lemma 9] that 0, is
a finite set. For each HeO^, choose two open convex neighborhoods Ug, V^ of H
in I), such that ClUHCVHC<D,(i) and V^nV^=0 for H+H' (H, H'eO,). Then CIVH
is compact (see the proof of Lemma 23 of [3(j)]). Put

LL= U UH, V,= U VH1 neo, H3 ' Heo^ H

and select ^Cr^n) such that an=i on UH (HeO,). Define

a,= S a^.
ne^

Let F, denote the restriction of F on Q'nl^^n^. Fix i and let P, be the set
of all complex positive roots of I),. Let Q be a connected component of I),'(S) and Q^i
the set consisting of all regular and semiregular points of Q. If (B is a root of (g, I),)
which vanishes at some point Ho in Q^, then it is clear that [3 is compact and therefore Ho
is of compact type in Q. Obviously Qi is open in I),. Therefore by Lemma 4, F, can
be extended to an analytic function on Q^nQ which we again denote by F,.

Now fix HeO, and consider QinVn. Then QinVn is connected (see the
corollary of [3(j), Lemma 19]). Also V^Cfl and therefore F, is analytic on the
connected set Q^nVg. Hence by Lemma 2, there exists an analytic function Ag on I),
such that TT,F,==AH on QinVn. Then 0^7^=00^ on O^nO and therefore

^•^=^0^

(1) Since 9 is semisimple, it follows from the theory of invariants that I (0^) is finitely generated.
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on Q^nO. Put g^ ===a^F^.. Then the above result shows that g^ is of class C00

on C1(QJ-C1(QJ.
Choose s>o so small that <I^(£)CU,. (i^^^). Then from Corollary i of [3(^)3

Lemma 30] we can choose numbers ^ (i^^^) such that

J/^X=^^^,J^^,s^^^^H C/eG^))

for any invariant and locally summable function u on ti. (Here ^ is the restriction
of u on Qn^.) Now suppose feC^{Q,{e)). Since d(s) is completely invariant, it
follows from [3(j), Lemma 22] that

Supp^,CQ(£)nI),=0,(£)CU,.

Hence

[/WX = S 6-J ̂  ^SR ^TT^^.H.
J l<»<r •/ '

Now take z/=F. Then ^Sp ^-K^=C^ ̂  ===g^ (say). On the other hand, by
the corollary of Lemma 3, we can also take ^=^(<x))F. Then it follows from [3(^)3
Lemma 3] that ^^^"^((^(Tr,^) on ^0. and therefore

^R^W^^)^

on U^ n \)[. Therefore

Jo(/)=J(F^)/-a(<o)F./)rfX

=^2^J^(a(^)^,.^-^,. a(o^)^H

from [3(^)3 Theorem 3]. Now define J as in [3(^)3 Theorem 4], corresponding to the
above functions g^ (i <^ i^ r). Then the above result shows that J ==Jo on ^(s). Since ̂
is obviously of class C°° on the closure of each connected component of I^(S)3 Theorem 4
of [3(j)] is applicable. Fix an open and relatively compact neighborhood V of X^
in Q(s). Then since ^(s) is completely invariant, G^V6) Cfl(s). Let y denote the
set of all semiregular elements of t2(s) of noncompact type. Then in order to prove
that Jo=o on V, it is enough, from [3(^)3 Theorem 4], to verify that SuppJonJ^^o.
However J"Q==(^(co)—c)Q and so it follows from Lemma n that

Supp Jo C Supp 6 C/Tn 0..

Since zero is the only semisimple element in^*, it is clear that ^Tn^C^o}. Therefore
we may assume that y contains zero. But then it follows from [3(^)3 § 4] that g is
isomorphic to the three dimensional noncompact semisimple algebra I of [3(^)3 § 2].
We shall consider this case in detail in the next section.
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§ 5. SOME COMPUTATIONS ON I

So we now assume that Q== I and oeO.. Then we have to show that Jo=o
around zero. Hence we take XQ==O (see § 4). Then it follows from Lemma 10
that ^rc^(e). Now ^ is also the singular set of g in the present case. Therefore
SuppJC/^. However J==Jo on Q(s) and so it is obvious that J=Jo on D.

Lemma 15. — We can choose complex numbers a, a^~ and a~ such that

3(f)=afW+a+c+(f)+a-c-{f) (/eC,°°(9))

in the notation of [3(j), Lemma 34].
This is obvious from [3(j), Lemmas 2, 3 and 26].
Corollary. — <oJ==o.
Since <o==o on c/F, this is an immediate consequence of Lemma 15.
We have seen in § 4 that Supp Jo C^. Fix an element X =(= o in e/T. We shall

first prove that Jo=o around X. By the Jacobson-Morosow theorem [3 (A), Lemma 24],
we can select H, Y in 9 such that

[H, X] = 2X, [H, Y] = - 2Y, [X, Y] = H.

Then 3x=RX is the centralizer of X in g and gx == [X, g] = RH + RX. Take U-=RY
and V== RH + RY so that 9 = U + Qx == 3x +v• we now use the notation of [3 (h), § 7].
Then 4co=2- lH2+2XY, co(X+^Y)=8^ and

rx^Y2®!)^2-^ r^y(H®Y)=2(XY-Y-^Y2)

for ^eR. Hence
^x+<Y( lY2®I+H®Y+I®(3Y+2^Y2)^=4co.

This means that
4A(a(co))=3D+2^D2

on U' in the notation of [3(A), § 8]. (Here D ==dldt.) On the other hand (a(co)—<:)6==Jo
and 6 and Jo are both invariant distributions. Hence

(A—^)(7e=c^

in the notation of [3(^)5 Theorem 3] where A=A(^(co)).
Since Supp 6 C^, we can regard (TQ as a distribution on an open neighborhood Ug

of the origin in R and assume that Suppo^C^o} (see [3(^)5 Lemma 23]). If CTQ==O,
it follows from [3(^)3 Theorem 2] that 6=0 around X and therefore the same holds
for Jo. Hence we may assume that oeSupp<7Q. Then (see [3(^)3 Lemma 20])

(TO = S a^S
0<k<m
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where 8 denotes the Dirac distribution p->(B(o) (peC^(Uo)) and ̂  are complex numbers
(^w + 0) • Now oj = O^JQ =o on Q.. Since G) (X + fY) == 8t, it follows that tdj ==o on Ug.
Hence

S; a^D + 2^D2—4^)D;C8 = o.
0<fc<m

But it is easy to verify that
tDkS=—kDk-lS,

WS^^—i)^-^ (v^o)

where D"8 should be interpreted to mean zero if v<o. Therefore

S a^{(k+I)(2k+I)DkS+4ckDk-lS}=o.
0<fc-< m

But since the distributions D^S (A:J>o) on Uo are linearly independent, we conclude
that (m+ i)(2m+ 1)^=0. However this is impossible since w^o and <a^=l=o. This
contradiction shows that (TQ = o and therefore 6 ==Jo = o around X. This proves that
Supp9c[o} and SuppJgC^o}.

Now J==Jo on 0.. Hence it follows (see [3(^)5 p. 685]) that a+=a~=o in
Lemma 15 and therefore Jo^J^^o on ^- Here §o is the Dirac distribution
f—>f{o) (feC^{o)) on g. But since Supp 6c.[o}, we conclude from [3 (A), Lemma 20]
that 6=^)80 where j&eS(g,). On the other hand {8{u)—c)Q==Jo==aSo on Q.
Therefore (co—c)p==a again from [3(^)5 Lemma 20]. Since co is homogeneous of
degree 2, this is possible only if p==a==o. Therefore 6===Jo=o ^d so Lemma 13 is
now proved.

§ 6. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM i

It remains to complete the proof of Theorem i in case g is semisimple. Let 2
be the vector space of all distributions on 0. of the form S(p)'T (^el(g^)). Then it is
clear that

dim3:^dim(I(gJ/U)<oo

and every element of Z satisfies all the conditions of Theorem i. The mapping
S->^(co)S (Se2) is obviously an endomorphism of X. Hence we can choose a base
Tj (i^j_^N) for SX over C with the following property. There exist complex numbers Cy
and integers r^o such that

(a(co)-.,)^T,=o (i^J^N).

Then Lemma 12 is applicable to Ty. Let Fy be the analytic function on Q.' such
that T.==F, on ^/ (Lemma i). Then Fy is locally summable on Q. (Lemma 3) and
T,==Tp. (Lemma 12). Since (T,) (i^j^N) is a base for 2, T==2<2.T, forsome a.eC.

Then if F=S^.F,, it is obvious that T==Tp. This proves Theorem i.
i ' '
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§ 7. SOME CONSEQUENCES OF THEOREM i

We shall now derive some consequences of Theorem i. Define 3(gJ as in [3(^)3
§ 4]. We keep to the notation of Theorem i.

Lemma 16. — Fix De3(g,). Then the distribution DT also satisfies the conditions of
Theorem 1. Hence DF is locally summable on 0. and DT=TDF.

Corollary. — Let D* denote, as usual, the adjoint of D. Then

ffDFdX =JD*/. FdX C/eG-OQ)).

This is merely a restatement of the relation DT==Tj)p.
Since the distribution DT is obviously invariant, it is enough to verify that the

dimension of the space of all distributions of the form f){p) (DT) Q&el(g,)) is finite. This
requires some preparation.

Let us now use the notation of [3(z), § 3]. For any ^eS(E), let 7p and dp denote
the endomorphisms D->DoB(^) and Q D-^{B(^), D} (De?)(E)) respectively of 2) (E).

Lemma 17. — Fix j^eS(E). Then/or every De2)(E) we can choose an integer N^>o
such that d^D=o.

Let A be the set of all peS(E) for which the lemma holds. We claim that A is
a subalgebra ofS(E). Observe that ^, r^ ^, ^ {p, ^eS(E)) all commute with each other
and

^==^+^<+^rr

Now fix p, q in A and De2)(E) and choose an integer N>o such that d^D == d^D == o.
Then it is obvious that (^-[-^^D^o and

d^D^{d^+r,d,+d^D=o.

This shows that p + q and pq are both in A and therefore A is a subalgebra. On the
other hand if ^eP(E), ^^(E) and XeE, it is obvious that

^(M?))-^)^)^

if N>rf°j&. This shows that EcA and therefore A=S(E).
We now return to the proof of Lemma 16. Let 3; denote the space of all

distributions of the form S{p)T (^eI(gJ). Then dimSKoo. Since the algebra I(gJ
is abelian, we can choose a base T^, . . ., T^ for 3: over C and homomorphisms ^i? • • • ? Xm
of I(gJ into C such that

(^)-X^)TC=o (i^Km).

Since T is a linear combination of T,, it would be enough to prove Lemma 16 under
the additional assumption that

w)-z^)rT=o (P^W)
(1) As usual {DI, Dg} = D^oDg—D^oD^ for two differential operators D,, D^.
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for some integer m>o and some homomorphism ̂  ofl(gj into C. Nowfix ^el(gj and
choose N>o so large that d^D=o (in the notation of Lemma 17 with E=gJ. 'Then

(^)-Z^))N+woD=(4,+r,-^^))N+-D

-o^.^^^-^^)'"-^^

where C^ stands for the usual binomial coefficient. Now consider

(^-x(^)N+m-^D)T=(^D)((a(^-^(^)N+--^T).

If ^>N, d^D=o and if ^N, (^)-^))N+w-ZT=o. Hence

(^-XC^-^DT^O.

Choose A, . . . ,A in I(gJ such that I(gJ=C[^, .. . ,A]. Then we can choose an
integer M>o such that

(W-l{PiWT=o (i^K/).

But this implies that the space of all distributions of the form B(j&)DT (j^I(g,)) has
dimension at most M\ This proves that Theorem i is applicable to DT.

It is obvious that DT = DF on Q.\ Hence by applying Theorem i to DT we
conclude that DF is locally summable on t2 and DT^T^p.

§ 8. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF F

Fix a Cartan subalgebra I) of 9 and let us use the notation of [3(j), § 4]. Define
the analytic function g on I^nd by

^(H)=7r(H)F(H) (HE^'H^).

Theorem 2. — g can be extended to an analytic function on ^'(R^n^.
Fix an element Hoe^(R)nQ. It is enough to show that there exists an analytic

function ̂  on an open neighborhood U of Ho in I)'(R)n^ such that g^=g on Unl)'.
First assume that Ho is semiregular. Let (B be the unique positive root of t) which vanishes
at Ho. Then clearly [B is imaginary. If (B is compact, the required result follows
immediately from Lemma 4. Hence we may assume that (B is singular. Define a and b
as in E3(j). § 7] corresponding to Ho. Then it follows from [3^), Lemmas 12 and 13]
that we may assume that I) = b.

Let 3 be the centralizer of Ho in g. Define ^ and 3' as usual [3(2), §§ 2, 7].
We now use the notation of [3^), § 7]. Let 30 be the set of all Ze^Sl such'that
^(^M^no)!/^. Then 30 is an open neighborhood of Ho in 3' which is completely
invariant (with respect to 3). Now a is the center of 3. Fix an open and convex
neighborhood <TO of Ho in cr such that Glc-o is compact and contained in 30. Let 0.^
denote the set of all ZeI such that Clcro+ZC3o. Then by Lemma 9, ̂  is a completely
invariant and open neighborhood of zero in I.
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Now apply Lemma 17 of [3(2)] with Go==G and put T^==\^\112^. Then it
follows from Theorem 2 of [3^)] that B^T^o (z/eU). Put 93=1(3,)^ where Ug is
the image ofU in 1(3^) under the mapping p->p^ (^eI(gJ). Then by [3(?), Lemma 19],
dim (I(3c)/93)<°C). Let ^ denote the Killing form of I. Then, if we identify I with its
dual under GO( , we have ^ e I (IJ C I (3^). Hence we can choose complex numbers c^, . . ., ̂
such that

S ^o/-^®
0<fc<r '

where CQ == i. This proves that

j^W-T^o.

Now fix ^eC^^o) and let T^ denote the distribution

T,:/^T,(yX/) C/eC:°(QO)

on ^. Obviously T^ is invariant under L and it is clear from the above relation that

ĵ ^,r\=o.
Since I(Ic)=C[o)i], Theorem i and Lemma 16 are both applicable to (I, 0.^ Ty) in
place of (g, 0, T). Let 0.[ be the set of those points of QI which are regular in I. Fix
a Euclidean measure d\ on I. Then we can choose an analytic function 9^ on 0.{ which
is locally summable on H and such that

^/)=J/^l (/^°°(no).
Hence it follows from Lemma 16 that

J{^^)V.9.-/^(^)'?.}^=o

for k>_o and /eG^(^). For any e>o, let ^(s) denote the set of all ZeI with
|o)i(Z) <8s2. If £ is sufficiently small, it is obvious that fR' and ^(X'—Y') both lie
in H whenever t\<_z (^cR). Since ^ is completely invariant under L, we can
conclude (see [3(^), p. 681]) that ClQi(£)CQp It follows from Lemma 2 that there
exist three analytic functions g^, g^, g^ on R such that

^)=^H') (o<Ks)

^(e)=e^(e(x/-Y/)) (o<e^s)
^(6)=6^(e(X'-Y')) (-e^6<o).

Now define the distributions T^ (A;>o) on I as in Corollary i of [^(j), Lemma 35]
with {g, ^+, g~) replaced by (^, ^, g^). Then it follows from [3(^)5 Lemma 16]
and [3(^)5 Theorem i] that

T,(/) - cf{ O^f. ̂ -f0[^^}d\ == o
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for yeC^°(^(£/2)). (Here c is a positive constant.) Therefore we conclude from the
corollaries of [3(^)5 Lemma 35] that g^=gy~ and

{-W^g.ldt^^^^g^ldQ2^1), (^o)

where the subscript o denotes the value at zero.
On the other hand let Fg denote the restriction ofF to go. Then by Corollary 2

of [3(^)3 Theorem i], Fg is locally summable on go anc! since F is obviously invariant
under G, we have

T(/J=J/^X=J(WZ (aeC"(3o))

in the notation of [3(2), Lemma 17]. This proves that (jry=F^ and therefore
T^^I^^F^. Now a^^+RH' and b^-cr+I^X'—Y7). Let T and X be the
unique positive roots of a and b respectively which vanish at HQ. We may assume that
r(H')==2, X(X'— Y ' )==—2(—i)^ 2 and the positive roots of a go into positive roots
of b under the automorphism v of [3(j), § 7]. Put n^ =-^:~l^a, n^=\~1^. Then it
is clear that

^H)\1!2==\^H)\ (HE a),

|?:(H)|^=1^(H)| (Heb).

Let I denote the open interval (—s, s) in R. Put a(s)==<To+IH' and
b^^cTo+HX'—Y'). Then a(e) and b(e) are both connected sets. Since a(e)C3o,
it is obvious that no positive root of (9, a) other than T can vanish anywhere on a(s).
Hence TC^(H) [/^(H) is a continuous function on a(s). But since its fourth power
is i (see [3(7), Lemma 9]), it must be a constant. Put c== [^(Ho) |/7T^(Ho). Since
n^==^Y and HQ remains fixed under v, it is clear that

c= ^(Ho)|/^(Ho).

Hence we conclude by a similar argument that
^(H)|==^(H) (Heb(s)).

This shows that
^(H+^i^^-^H+rtr) (H<e)

6 ^:(H+6(x /-Y'))| l /2=2- l(-I) l /2^b(H+e(x /-Y /)) (|e]<o
for He<7o. Now put

^(^-T^C^F^) (Hea'nQ),

g\H)==n\H)V{H) (Heb'nQ).

and fix a Euclidean measure da on a such that aWI is equal to the Euclidean measure dZ
on 3 used above. Since Tg^j^^F^ it is obvious that

cp^-Jv^l^H+^I^F^+Y)^ (YeQQ.
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Hence

^^-^(H+rtI^H)^ (o<Ks),

^+(e)=2-l(-I)l/2^b(H+e(x/-Y/))Y(H)^ (o<e<s),
^-(e)=2-l(-I)l/2^(H+e(X/-Y/))Y(H)^ (-£<6<o).

On the other hand if j is the open interval (o, s) in R, it is clear that CTQ^JH' are
connected sets contained in a'n^i. Let a^ denote the connected component of a'nO.
containing (JQ±JHf. Similarly let ^± be the connected component of b 'nQ containing
oro±J(X'—Y'). Then by Lemmas i and 2, there exist analytic functions g^ and g^
on a and b respectively such that ga==ga^. on a+,ga==ga. on a~,gb=g^. on b4"
and gb=gb_ on b~. It is then obvious that

g,(t)==2-lcfga,[H+tHf)^H)da (teR),

^(e)=2-l(-I)l/2^(H+e(X/-Y/))Y(H)^ (6eR).

On the other hand we have seen above that g^ ==g^ for every y^^^o)- Therefore
it is clear that <§^b.==^6.. This shows that g==g^=g^ on b(s)nb'. Since b(s) is a
neighborhood of Hg in b, our assertion is proved in this case.

Moreover since
^1^2^1^(__ ̂ ^ ̂ IdQ^), (^0)

and v(H /)=(—I) l / 2(X /—Y'), we find in the same way that
^(H; c)(Hf)2k+l)=g^H; ^^H'))2^1)

for He 7.
We now use the notation of [3(7)3 § 8J.
Lemma 18. — Let s^ be the Weyl reflexion in a corresponding to T. Then 0^)^==—ga.

IfD is an element in 2)((Xc) such that D^ == —D, then Dga can be extended to a continuous function
on a(e) and (1)

ga(H;D)=g\H;DV)
for Heoo.

Since T is real we know from [3(7)3 Lemma 6] that ^eW^. Therefore since F
is invariant under G, it is obvious that {g^^^—ga and hence (1Dgayr==T)ga. This
implies that (D^^^D^. and therefore D^^D^L on (T. It is now clear that D^
can be extended to a continuous function on a(s). So it remains to show that

^.(H^^H;^)

for Heoo. Since S)(ac)=£)((TJI)(CH/) and since ^ leaves (T pointwise fixed, it is
sufficient to consider the case when D^Aor^H')9. Here Ae2)(<Tj and i-\-j is odd.

(1) ga(H-; D) denotes, as usual, the value of the continuous function Dga at H. Similarly in other cases.
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Now A and T commute. Therefore, if z^i, our assertion is obvious from the fact that T
and X are both zero on cr. So we may assume that i == o so that j is odd. It is enough
to verify that

^(H; a(H')W(H; 0(v(H'))Q (Heao)

since the required relation would then follow by applying the differential operator A
to this equation. However g^==g\ on b(s) and so this follows from the result proved
above.

Now we return to the proof of Theorem 2. Fix a point Hoel^R^n^ and an
open convex neighborhood U of Ho in I)'(R)nf2. Let U^ be the set consisting of all
regular and semiregular elements of U. Then U\ is open, and if p is a root of (g, I))
which vanishes at some point of U^, it is clear that [B is imaginary. Hence it follows
from the above proof that there exists an analytic function g-^ on U\ such that gi==g
on U^n I)'. Now fix a connected component Ug of U^n \)' = Un I)'. Then by Lemma 2
there exists an analytic function g^ on I) such that g==g^ on Ug. Since U\ is connected
(see the corollary of [3(^)5 Lemma 19]), we conclude that g-i==g^ and therefore g==g^
on Un I)'. Since g^ is analytic on I), we have shown that g can be extended to an analytic
function on U. Thus Theorem 2 is proved.

We denote the extended analytic function on I)'(R)n^ again by g.
Lemma 19 (1). — Let Ho be a point in f) n Q. and D an element in 2) (I)J such that D8^ = — D

for every real root a of (g, t)) which vanishes at Ho. Then Dg can be extended to a continuous
function around Ho.

Fix an open, convex and relatively compact neighborhood U of Ho in On I).
By taking it sufficiently small we can arrange that no real root a of (g, I)) vanishes
anywhere on U unless a(Ho) = o. Let Uo be the set consisting of all regular and semiregular
elements of U. Then, as before, UQ is open and connected and it follows from Theorem 2
and Lemma 18 that there exists a continuous function gQ on Uo such that Dg==go
on UonI)'(R). The set Unl)' has only a finite number of connected components,
say Ui, . . . , U ^ . By Lemma 2 we can choose an analytic function g^ on I) such
that g = ̂  on U, (i ̂  i<^ r). This shows that Dg is of class C00 on C1U, (see [3 (j), § 14]).
But ClU,==Cl(U,nUo) and Dg==go on U.nUo. Therefore go is also of class G00

on ClU^ (i <^ i<^ r). Fix a Euclidean norm on I) and put
^-supl^H^H,))!

where H^, Hg vary in Unl)7 and I) respectively under the sole restriction that [[HgH^ i.
Then it is obvious from what we have said above that ^(^o)^00- Moreover (see
[3C7), § ioj)

l^(Hi)-^(H2)|^v(^o)l|Hi-H,||

for any two points H^, Hg in Unl)'. Obviously this means that Dg can be extended
to a continuous function on U.

P) Cf. [3(j), Theorem ij.
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Corollary. — Let D be an element o/'2)(t)J suc^ that D8" == —D for every real root a of I).
TA^ D^ <"(27z ^ extended to a continuous function on I)nQ.

This is obvious from the above lemma. We denote the extended function again
by T)g. Moreover ^(H$ D) (Hel)nfl) will stand for the value of Dg at H.

Put cj== 11 H^ where a runs over all positive roots of (g, I)). Then c?eS(I) )
a> 0

and ^a ==—nr for every root a. Hence ^(ny)^ is a continuous function on I)n^.
Since the differential operator ()(js)oT: is obviously independent of the choice of positive
roots of I), it is clear that the function ^(^)g also does not depend on this choice.
Corresponding to any Cartan subalgebra a of 3, we define ^a, ^a and ^(^a)^a in an
analogous way.

Theorem 3. — Let a and b be two Cartan subalgebras of g. Then

Wg'-^W

on a^b^^.
Before giving the proof we derive a consequence of this theorem. Let gry denote

the function g of Theorem 2 corresponding to the distribution T. For any De3(gJ,
DT also fulfills the conditions of Theorem i (Lemma 16). Hence we can consider
the corresponding function g^ry. It follows from [3^), Theorem i] that ^DT^^/^D)^-
Therefore

Wgm=W°W))g

can also be extended to a continuous function on I)n^2.
Corollary. — (a(z^a)oS^(D))^=(a(T^b)o8^(D))^ on anbn^ for any De3(aJ.
This follows by applying Theorem 3 to DT instead of T.
We shall prove Theorem 3 by induction on dim g. Fix a point Hoeanbnn.

We have to show that ^(Hg; ^(^^^(Ho; ^b)). Let c be the center and gi the
derived algebra of g and first suppose that c=t={o}. Let Ho=Co+Hi where GQGC
and H^egi. Then it is clear that HiGOinbi where I)i==I)^gi (I)=a or b). Choose
an open and relatively compact neighborhood Co of Co in c and let 0.^ be the set of all
Zegi such that CICo+Zcti. Then (Lemma 9) £1^ is an open and completely invariant
neighborhood of Hi in g^, if CQ is sufficiently small. Fix aeC^Co) and consider the
distribution

T,:/->T(aX/) (/eC,°°(^))

on ^i. Put Ui==l(nl(gic). Then it is clear that

dim (I(g^)/Ui)^dim (I(g,)/U)<o)

and ^(^)^==o for ^eHi. Hence Theorem i also holds if we replace (g, 0., T)
by (9i? ^i, rj. Since dim gi<dim g, Theorem 3 applies to T^ by the induction hypo-
thesis. Put

^(H)=Ja(C)^(G+H)^C (He^n^)
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where dC is a Euclidean measure on c. Then we conclude that
^(H;aM)=^(H;a(^))

for HeaobnQ^ . Since this is true for every aeC^Co), it is clear that ^(^^^ and
^(m6)^6 coincide around Ho on anbn^.

So now we can assume that c=={o} and therefore 9 is semisimple. Then we
identify Q and I) with their respective duals by means of the Killing form (see [3(?), § 6])
so that vft=7f ( I )==a or b). First assume that Ho 4=0 and let 3 be the centralizer
of HQ in g. Then dim 3<dim g and we can identify 3 with its dual by means of the
restriction (to 3) of the Killing form of g. Define ^ and 3' as in [s(z), § 2] and put
t^:=3'nD. Then t^ is an open neighborhood of Ho in 3 which is completely
invariant (with respect to 3). Take GQ==G and 30=^3 in Lemma 17 of [s(z)]
and let dry denote the corresponding distribution on Qg. Then

^)=T(/J=jy,FrfX (aeC^Gx^)).

But since F is invariant under G, we conclude from Corollary 2 of [3 (A), Theorem i]
that the function Fg : Z -> F(Z) (ZeOg) is locally summable on Qg and

J/^X=j'jB,F^Z.
This shows that c?T==Fg.

Let I)==a or b. Then I)C3. Define q as in [3^), § 2]. P^ being the set of
all positive roots of (g, I)), let P^ and P^ denote the subsets of those aeP^ for which X^
lies in 3^ and q^ respectively. Let ̂  and n^ be the products of all roots in P^ and P^
respectively. Then T^^TT^T^ and it is clear that (T^)80^^ for all oceP^. Hence,
by Chevalley's theorem [3(6'), Lemma 9], there exists an invariant polynomial function^
on 3 such that j&(H)==7^(H) for He a. But

?:(H)=(-i)^«(H))2 (Hea)

where q==2~1 dim q is the number of roots in P^. Therefore ^==(—i)^ 2 again by
Chevalley's theorem. Let p^ denote the restriction of p to I). Then since ^ coincides
with (—i)^^)2 on b, it is clear that p^=^ where £=± i .

Now put T^^p^- Then it follows from Theorem 2 of [3^)] (see also § 4) that
Theorem i still holds if we replace (g, D, T) by (3, t^, Tg). Put

^(H)=7^(H)^(H)F(H) (HEl)'n^).

Since dim 3<dim g, both Theorem 3 and its corollary are applicable to Tg. Moreover
8^(^(j^))==^(^) [3(^)3 Theorem i] and so we conclude that

WPaW-^P^

on ^nanb. However ^pa = ̂ a and Tr^^s-n;6. Therefore g ^ ^ g " and g^=zgb

on fl^na' and ^nb' respectively. So it follows that ^(^a)ga=^(^)g^ on ^nanb.
Since HoeQ^anb, our assertion is proved in this case.
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So it remains to consider the case when H() == o. Hence we may assume that oeH.
For any Cartan subalgebra I) of g, put c{^))==g^{o', ^(^)).

Lemma 20. — Let a and b be two Cartan subalgebras of g. Then, if anb+^o},
,(a)=^(b).

Since 0 is an open neighborhood of zero in g, we can choose H=[=o in anb
such that riH £ a n b n Q for o^ ̂ < i. Then in view of what we have proved above, it is
clear that

^H; W)=g\tR, c^)) (o<^i).

Making t tend to zero we get c(a)==^(b) .
Lemma 21. — Let \) be a Cartan subalgebra of Q. Then c(i))=c(i)x) for any x in G.
Let a == \f. Without loss of generality we may assume that TT" = (T .̂ Then it

is clear that
^(IP)=^(H) (HeQnI)')

and therefore
ga{HX^{na))=g\H;^))

for HeQnI)'. We obtain the required result by making H tend to zero.
Fix a Cartan involution 6 of Q and let g==f-)-p be the corresponding Cartan

decomposition. If I) is a Cartan subalgebra of g which is stable under 6, we put
4(I))=dim(I)np), /_(^)=dim(I)ni).

Then ^(I))+L.(I))==dim I)=Z where Z==rankg. Let 4 =sup l^(fy), l_=s\ip /_(!))
i) D

where I) runs over all Gartan subalgebras stable under 6. Fix two Gartan subalgebras I), ,
I)_, both stable under 6, such that /+==/+(!)+), /_==L(I)_).

Lemma 22. — Let I) be a Cartan subalgebra O/Q which is stable under 6. Then c{i)) = ̂ (I)+)
if 4(I))>o and cW==c^_) if l_(i))>o.

Let K be the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to I. Then I)+ np and I)_nf
are maximal abelian subspaces of p and f respectively. Since any two maximal abelian
subspaces of p (or I) are conjugate under K, it is clear that we can choose k^, k^eK
such that

(I)np)^C^np, (I)nl)^Cl)_ni.
Then

dim^n^^dim^np)^^!))
and similarly

dim^nI^UI)).

Hence our assertion follows from Lemmas 20 and 21.
Lemma 23. — c{i)^.)=c(J)_).
We may obviously assume that l^i. If /_(!)+)+^(I)_)^i, our statement

follows from Lemma 22. Hence we may assume that I)+Cp and t)_Cf. Then 14
is not fundamental in g and so there exists a positive real root a of (g, I)^) (see [3(^)5
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Lemma 33]). We assume, as we may (see [^(d), Lemma 46]), that 6(XJ==—X_^
and X^, X_^ are in 9. Take H'^-2^, X'^-^, Y'^^X.^ where
a = (a(HJ /a)^2. Define the automorphism v of g, as in [3(j), § 7]. Then 6(X') =—Y'
and 5=v((^4_)c)ng=(7^+R(X'—Y') is a Gartan subalgebra of Q which is stable
under 6. Here CT^ is the hyperplane consisting of all points He^ where a(H)=o.
Since bnp==c^ and bnf===R(X'—Y') , it is obvious that / ^ ( b ) = = / — i and /_ (b )== i .
Hence, if /^2, it follows from Lemma 22 that c(J)^) == c{b) = ̂ (I)_). On the other hand
if 1= i, zero is a semiregular element of Q and our assertion follows immediately from
Lemmas 18 and 21.

We shall now finish the proof of Theorem 3. Choose K ^ y in G such that a^ and b^
are stable under 6 (see [3(^)5 p. 100]). Then it is clear from Lemmas 21, 22 and 23
rhat c{a)=c(b). The proof of Theorem 3 is now complete.

§ 9. THE DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR Vg AND THE FUNCTION V^F

Lemma 24. — There exists a unique differential operator Vq on Q' with the following two
properties :

1) Vq is invariant under G.
2) Let \) be a Cartan subalgebra of g. Then

/(H;V,)=/(H;a(^)o^)

for /eC^g) and He I)'.
Moreover Vg is analytic.

Since two distinct Cartan subalgebras cannot have a regular element in common,
the uniqueness is obvious. The existence is proved as follows. Fix a Cartan subalgebra a
of g and define go == (a')G. Then go is an open subset of g. Let A be the Cartan subgroup
of G corresponding to a and x—^x* the natural projection of G on G*==G/A. Then
the mapping 9 : (^*, H)—^*H of G*x a' onto Qa (in the notation of§ 2) is everywhere

/-»»-/ /"^/
regular. Define W^ = A/A where A is the normalizer of a in G. Then W^ operates
on G* and a as follows. Fix ^W^ and choose j^eA lying in the coset s. Then

sH==B.^ x's=(xyY

for He a and xeG. It is clear that the complete inverse image under <p of a
point x*VieQ^ (x*eG*, He a') consists of the elements (x*s, ̂ H) (^eW^), which are all
distinct. Since 9 is locally an analytic diffeomorphism and since S^^o^ is obviously
invariant under WQ, it is clear that there exists an analytic differential operator V on Qa
such that

/(^*H; V)=/(^ : H; B^oTT0) (^*eG*, Hea')

for /eC00^). Here f(x*: H)=/(A:*H) as usual. It is easy to verify that V satisfies
the two conditions of the lemma on g^.
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Now select a maximal set I)i, . . ., I), of Cartan subalgebras of 9, no two of which
are conjugate under G. Put Q,={^)G and define a differential operator V, on Q,
as above corresponding to a ==!),. Since Q' is the disjoint union of the open sets
9i. • • • ? 9r? we can define Vg by setting Vg=V, on Q, (i^r<r).

Z<?m7^ 25. — For any De3(g,), (VgoD)F ^ be extended to a continuous function on 0
We shall use induction on dim 9. In view of Lemma 163 it is enough to consider

the case when D=i . Define c and g^ as in § 4 and first assume that c4={o}. Fix
a point Xo == Co + Zo (Co<= c, Zo^Qi) in ^. We have to show that VgF can be extended
to a continuous function around XQ. Select an open, connected and relatively compact
neighborhood Co of Co in c such that (Qco) + ZoCO Define ̂  to be the set of all Zegi
such that GlCo+ZcQ. Then, by Lemma 9, Q^ is also open and completely invariant
in gi. Since S(c<,)Cl(gJ, it is clear that

dim(S(cJ/UnS(c,))^dim(I(9j/U)<oo.

Let E be the space of all analytic functions ^ on Co such that 8(u)-^==o for z/eUnS(cJ.
Then (see the proof of Lemma 13 of [3^)]) dim E<oo. Let ^ (i^'^N) be a base
for E over C. Fix ZeO.^=0.^nQ\ Then it is obvious that F(Z +G; 8(u))=o for
^ellnS(Cc) and CeCo. Therefore

F(C+Z)=^^C)F,(Z) (Ceco)

where F,.(Z)eC. Since F is analytic on d', it is obvious that Fy (i^J^N) are analytic
functions on 0.[.

Fix Euclidean measures dC and dZ on c and gi respectively such that dX == dCdZ
for X = G + Z (Cec, Zegi) and for any aeC^Co) define the distribution 6^ on 0.^ by

6,((B)=T(aX(B) (peC^(^)).

Then, as we have seen in § 4, the induction hypothesis is applicable to (gi, 6^ 0.^) in
place of (3, T, 0). Put

F,(Z)=^S^F,(Z)J^,(C)a(C)rfC (ZeQ,).

Then Vg^F^ can be extended to a continuous function on 0.^. Since this is true for
every aeC^Co), the same holds for V^F,., i^'^N (see [3^), Lemma 20]). But it
is obvious that

F(C+Z;V^J^,(C)F,(Z;VJ

for CeCo and Zef^. Hence VgF extends to a continuous function on Co+^i, which
proves our assertion.

So now we may assume that g is semisimple. Let Q° be the set of all points Xoeil
such that VgF can be extended to a continuous function around X^. Clearly £1° is an
open and invariant subset of Q. Therefore, in view of Corollary 2 of Lemma 8, it would
be enough to show that every semisimple element of 0. lies in Q°.
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Fix a semisimple element HQG^. First assume that Ho=t=o. Let 3 be the
centralizer of Ho in g. Define q and ^ as in [3(1)5 § 2]. Then as we have seen during
the proof of Theorem 3, there exists an invariant polynomial function p on 3 such
that ^==(—i)9^2 where <7==(dim q)/2. Let I) be a Cartan subalgebra of 3. We
identify 9, 3, I) with their respective duals by means of the Killing form of g. Define n^
and T^ as in the proof of Theorem 3. Since ^=(—i)^q2 on t), it follows from [3(^)5
Theorem i] that

WW°P)=^1^0^
Hence if He^nii', we get

F(H;V9)=F(H;a(7r)o^)
=F(H;a(7r>7r,o8^(a(j&)o^)).

On the other hand define i^g, a^ and Fg as before (see the proof of Theorem 3)
and put T.==pa^. Then by [3(1), Theorem 2 and Lemma 19], the induction hypothesis
is applicable to (3, ^3, Tg) in place of (9, £1, T). On the other hand we have seen during
the proof of Theorem 3 that CTrr=Fg. Therefore Tg==j&Fg and so by the induction
hypothesis (V^Q^Q&Fg) extends to a continuous function g^ on ^.

Let 3 denote the analytic subgroup ofG corresponding to 3 and x->x* the natural
projection of G on G^G/E. Select open connected neighborhoods Go and 3o of i
and Ho in G and 0.^ respectively and let G^ denote the image of Go in G*. Then if Go
and 30 are sufficiently small, we can define ^, 9 and O.Q as in the proof of Lemma 4.
Define a function g on O.Q as follows:

^(cp(^Z))=^(Z) (^EGo*,Ze3o).

Since 9 is an analytic diffeomorphism of Go l tX3o with ^o? S ls obviously continuous.
Fix XeQo^- We claim that ^(X)=F(X'; Vg). Let X=<p(A*, H) (x'eG^, He3o).
Then it is clear that ^(X)==^(H). Similarly, since VgF is invariant under G, it follows
that F(X;Vg)==F(H;Vg). Hence it would be enough to show that ^(H)=F(H; Vg).
Obviously H is regular in both g and 3. Let I) be the centralizer of H in 3. Then i)
is a Cartan subalgebra of 3 and HeI)nQ'. Therefore, as we have seen above,

F(H; V,)=F(H; Won,o^(p)op)).

Put F^==(^(^)o^)Fg. Since Fg is invariant under S and ^(^)°j^3(3c)9 i1 follows from
[3(2), Lemma 14] that

F^H^F^H7; W(p)op)) (H^n^),

and therefore
^(H)=F;(H; V,)=F,(H; Won^Wp)op))

^(H;^)

from the definition of V^. This proves that VgF==^ on O.Q n g' and therefore Ho^0.
So in order to complete the proof of Lemma 25, we may assume that oe£L Then,

by Lemma 10, J^Ct) and it follows from Corollary i of Lemma 8 that VgF can be
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extended to a continuous function g on (1) ^n^l/r. Hence it would be sufficient to
prove the following result.

Lemma 26. — There exists a number c with following property. If (X^) (k^ i) is a sequence
in 0.' which converges to some element X in ̂ 3 then ^(X^;) ->c.

Define f)^ and c^ (i^^) as in the proof of Lemma 24 and ^(t)^) as in § 8.
Then ^(I)i)==. . . =c{i)y)==c (say) from the results of § 8. Since g' is the union of
gi, . . ., Qj, we can select, for each A, an index i^ and elements x^eG, H^G^ such
that X^.=^H^.. Since X^—^X, it is clear (see the proof of [3(^)5 Lemma 23]) that
H^.->o. Hence it follows from the definition ofVg and c that

^(H,)=F(H,;Vg)->..

But since ^=V^F is invariant under G, g(X^==g(Hj,) and therefore g(Xj,)->c.

§ 10. A DIGRESSION

We shall now apply Theorem 3 to give a new proof of the main result of [3(^)].
We keep to the notation of Theorem i.

Lemma 27. — Assume that F is locally constant on Q!. Then T is locally constant on Q,.
Given any point H()£^, we have to show that T coincides with a constant

around H(). In view of Corollary 2 of Lemma 8, it would be sufficient to consider the
case when Ho is semisimple. However we first prove the following lemma.

Lemma 28. — There exists a number a>o such that

^W==a

for every Cartan subalgebra I) of Q.
Take T=i and Q=g in Theorem i. Then ^(^)^ = B^)^ in the notation

of Theorem 3. But ^(c^)^ is obviously a constant which we denote by a(i)). Since
zero belongs to every Cartan subalgebra t), it follows from Theorem 3 that <2(t)) is actually
independent of I). Hence we may denote it by a. On the other hand we know (see [3(^)5
p. no]) that a(I))>o. This proves the lemma (2).

Let us now return to the proof of Lemma 27. Since F is locally constant on Q',
it follows from Lemma 28 that VgF=aF. Therefore we conclude from Lemma 25
that F can be extended to a continuous function on Q.. Since T=Tp, this proves
that T is locally constant on Q..

Now we know that the distribution T' of [3(^)5 Lemma 30] is locally constant
on 9' (see [3(^)5 p. 235]). Hence from Lemma 27, it is a constant. This gives a new
proof of Lemma 17 of [3(^')].

(1) °S denotes the complement of any set S.
(2) It is obviously possible to give a direct proof of Lemma 28.
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§ ii. PROOF OF THEOREM 4

In order to prove that the irreducible unitary characters of G are actually
functions [3^), Theorem i], we have to develop a method of lifting our results from 9
to G. The remainder of this paper is devoted to this task.

We use the notation of [3(^)3 Theorem i],
Theorem 4. — Let 0. be a completely invariant open set in 9 and T an invariant distribution

on D. Let D be a differential operator in 3(gJ such that Dp = o for all ^ej(gj. Then DT = o.
We proceed by induction on dim 9. Let c be the center and 9^ the derived algebra

of 9 and first assume that c+{o}. Then 3(9,)=S)(c,)3(9i,) (see [3(7), § 3]). Hence
D=l<s<r^D^ where ^^(^^ ^^^(Sic) and S i , . . . , S r are linearly independent
over C.

Fix a point XoeQ and let XO=CO+ZQ (CoEC, ZoGgi). Define Co and ̂  as in
the proof of Lemma 25. Since J(9c)=P(c,)J(9i,), we conclude that

S(^)(W=o

for all ?eP(c,) and A^J(9ic)- Fix A^QiJ- Then it follows from the above result
that

S(UA)S-o

in T)(9j. Therefore we can conclude (see [3(i), § 3]) that D,j^=o (i^z^r).
Now fix aeC,°°(Co). Then if (BeC,°°(^), we have

(DT)(axp)-ST(^axD;p)=S(D,T,)(p)^ i

where T,((B)=T(^,*aX (B). Since dim 9i<dim 9, Theorem 4 holds for (^3, T,, D,) in
place of (i^, T, D) by the induction hypothesis. Hence D,T,==o. In view of [3 (A),
Lemma 3] this shows that DT=o on Co+^i and therefore Xo^SuppDT. Since X^
was an arbitrary point in Q, this proves that DT=o.

Hence we may now assume that c ={0} and therefore 9 is semisimple. Let Ho=h o
be a semisimple element in D. We intend to show that H^Supp DT. Let 3 be the
centralizer of Hg in 9. Define ^ and 3' as usual (see [3(^)5 § 2]) and let ^ be the set
of all Ze^n3 such that |?:(Z) |> |?:(Ho) |/2. Then ^ is open and completely
invariant in 3. Take Go==G and 3o=^ in [3(z), Lemma 17] and let CTT be the
corresponding distribution on f2g. Let S be the analytic subgroup of G corresponding
to 3. Then 0^ is invariant under S (see Corollary i of [3(i), Lemma 17]). Now it
follows from [3(1), Lemma 10 and Corollary 2 of Lemma 2] that D^ = ̂ m 83/3 (D)e 3(3,),
if m is a sufficiently large positive integer. Moreover

^DT^^Q/sW^T
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by Corollary 2 of [3(z), Lemma 17]. Fix a Cartan subalgebra I) of 3. Then

8^(Di)=y8^(D)

from [3(2)5 Lemma 11] where ^ is the restriction of ^ on I). Moreover we know from
[3(0, Theorem i] that S^(D)==o. Therefore, by applying [3(2), Theorem i] to 3,
instead of g^, we conclude that Dij&i==o for all j^JKSc)- Therefore, since dim 3 < dim g,
we conclude from the induction hypothesis that D^Cry^^a^^o. Since ^ is nowhere
zero on f2g, this implies that G^=:O and therefore DT==o around Ho.

In view of the above result, it follows from Corollary i of Lemma 8 that
Supp DTC^nJ^. Hence, in order to complete the proof of Theorem 4, we may
assume that ^0.^4=0. But then ^CQ from Lemma 10.

Lemma 29. — We can select a function ./^C^g) such that:
1) f is invariant under G;
2) Supp/CO;
3) f= i on some neighborhood of ^ero in g;
4) the distribution fT on g is tempered.

Notice that since Supp/C^l, the distribution fT : g->T{fg) (^eC,°°(g)) is well
defined on g. The proof of this lemma is rather long and therefore, in order not to
interrupt our main line of argument, we shall postpone it until later (see § 19).

We have seen above that Supp DT CyF. Choose an open neighborhood V of
zero in ^ such that f= i on V. Fix a point Xe^. Then, by Lemma 7, we can
choose y^G such that j^XeV. Now T and^T are both invariant distributions which
obviously coincide on V. Hence they also coincide on V^. Therefore, in order to show
that DT==o around X, it would be sufficient to verify that D(yT)==o around X.
This means that in order to complete the proof of Theorem 4, it is enough to prove that
D(yT) = o. Therefore, replacing T by /T, we may now assume that T is an invariant and
tempered distribution on g. Moreover we know from the above proof that Supp DT C^.

Define the space ^(g) as in [3^), p. 91] and for any f^^(o) define its Fourier
transform f by

/(Y^expa-i)1^, X))/(X)rfX (Yeg)

where rfX is a fixed Euclidean measure on g and B(Y, X) = tr(ad Y ad X) (X, Yeg,.) as
usual. If a is any tempered distribution on g, its Fourier transform S is also a tempered
distribution on g given by $(/)== o(/) (/e^(g)). Since f->f is a topological mapping
of ^(g) onto itself, S==o implies that (T=O.

As usual we identify g^ with its dual under B and use the notation of [3(0,
Lemma 12]. Then the mapping a : A-^(A)* (AeD(g^) is an anti-automorphism
°f ^(9c) ^d therefore a2 is an automorphism. However it is easy to check that a2

leaves g^ + ^(9c) fixed pointwise and therefore it must be the identity. The relation
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a2A=A(Ae£)(g,)) implies that A*=(aA)". On the other hand (aA)*=A from the
definition of a. Therefore

(Ao)'(/)-o(A*/)=c7(((aA)/)')

=&((aAl/)=(AS)(/) C/e^(g)),

for any tempered distribution (T. This proves that (Acr)^=A$. Similarly, since B is
invariant under G, (j^F- {fY for /e^(g) and A:eG. Therefore (^^(S)^.

Thus T is an invariant distribution on 9 and (DT)^=DT. Fix a Cartan
subalgebra I) of g. Then it follows from [3(2)5 Theorem i] and our hypothesis on D,

^s

that 8g^(D)==o. Therefore we conclude from [3(2), Lemma 13] that De3(g^) and
^ </s' -<s

Dj& == o for every p^J{Qc) = I(9c). ^° ̂ e above proof is also applicable to (D, T) instead
of (D,T) . Hence SuppDTc^T.

Now put cr=DT and fix an element j&El(gJ such that p vanishes at zero. Then
it follows from Lemma 7 that p=o on e/T. Hence (see [3(^)5 Lemma 21]) we can
choose an integer m^o such that p^'a^o around zero. Then, if we take ^==9 and
$=Supp(^w(7) in Corollary i of Lemma 8, we can conclude that pma=o. Choose a
finite number of homogeneous elements p^ . - . , p i of positive degrees in I(gJ such
that I (gj == C [p^, . . ., A]. Fix an integer m>^ o such that p^a == o (i ̂  i<^ 1). Then,
if 33 is the ideal in I (9,) generated by p ^ , .. ..j^, it is obvious that dim^g,)/®)^;^
and y(j==o for ye93. On the other hand, by [3(2), Lemmas 12 and 13], A-^A (Ae2)(gp))
is an automorphism of2)(c^) of order 4 which maps I(9c) onto c?(I(gg)). Therefore 93 is
an ideal in ^(I(gJ) and va-=(va)^==o for ye33. Hence we conclude from Theorem i,
applied to & instead of T, that a is a locally summable function on g. But $ = DT
and therefore, as we have seen above, Supp S CyT. Since ̂  is of measure zero in g,
it follows that S = o and therefore DT •==- cr == o. This proves Theorem 4.

§ is. ANALYTIC DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS

For applications we have to generalize Theorem 4 to the case when D is an analytic
differential operator on £1. For this we need some preparation.

Let E be a vector space over R of finite dimension, Q. a non-empty open subset
of E and T)oo(^ : E) the algebra of all differential operators on D. Then any such
operator D can be written in the form

D= S ^a(A)
l<l<r

where /,eC°°(n) and ^eS(E). For any Xet2, D^ denotes, as usual the local
expression of D at X (see [3(^)5 p. 90]) so that

D^2^(X)a(A).
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Let ^/(P) be the algebra of all analytic functions on 0.. Then j^(£2) is a subalgebra
of C°°(Q). We denote by £)J^ : E) the subalgebra of 2)^ : E) generated by
^(^)u^(S(E)). If ^ is empty, we define 2^(Q : E)=2)^ : E)={o}.

Let QI be an open subset of 0. Then we get a homomorphism

^:D, (Q:E) ->D, (Q, :E)

as follows. If DeD^(^ : E), thenj(D) is the restriction ofD on ̂ . It is clear that^
maps D,(Q : E) into ^(^ : E). We say that an element DeD^a : E) is analytic
on Oi if j(D)eD^(0 : E). In particular D is analytic if DE'D^O : E).

§ 13. EXTENSION OF SOME RESULTS
TO ANALYTIC DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS

Now let g be a reductive Lie algebra over R and 0. a non-empty open set in g. If Q.
is invariant, G operates on 2)^ : g) (see [3 (A), § 5]). We denote by 3^(0. : g) the
subalgebra consisting of all invariant elements and put 3^(0. : Q)=C5^{0. : g)n2)^ : g).

Fix 3 and define ^ and 3' as in [3(2), §§ 2, 7]. Put ^=^03' and for any
De?)^(Q : g) define an element A(D)e2^(Q^ : 3) as follows. Fix ZeO^ and choose
As^g,) such that Dz=a(j^). Then, corresponding to Corollary i of [3(2), Lemma 2],
^(^z)6^,). It follows from Corollary 2 of [3(2), Lemma 2] that there exists a unique
element VeD^(^ : 3) such that Vz=a(ocz(^)) for Ze^. We define A(D)=V.
(In case 0.^ is empty, A(D)=o by definition.)

Let §̂  denote the mapping D-^A(D) of D^(£2 : g) into S^Og : 3) (cf. [3^),
§ 4]).

Lemma 30. — 8^ maps ^{Q. : g) into ^(^3 : 3). Mor^zw, if Q. is invariant,
Sg/s rnaps 3^ : g) ^ 3,(^ : 3).

The first statement is obvious from Corollary 2 of [3(2), Lemma 2]. Moreover,
if 0. is invariant, then 0.^ is invariant in 3 and the second assertion follows from [3(2),
Lemma 3].

Let I) be a Cartan subalgebra of 3.
Lemma 3L - ^(D)=8^(8^(D)) for DeS),(^ : g).
The proof of this is the same as that of [3(2), Lemma n].
Lemma 32. — Let f be a locally invariant (^function on an open subset Q.o of £1. Then

/(Z;D)-/(Z;S^(D))

for Ze^o^' ^d De2)^(Q : g).
This is proved in the same way as Lemma 14 of [3(2)].
Lemma 33. — Let D be a differential operator on an open subset 0. of Q. Then the following

two conditions on D are equivalent.
1) For every Cartan subalgebra I) of g, S'/JD)=o.
2) IfSlo is an open subset ofO. andfa locally invariant (^function on O.Q, then D/==o.
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Assume i) holds and let f be a locally invariant C°° function on Q.Q. Since
^==^ong' is dense in Q.Q, it is enough to verify that D/==o on Q.Q. Fix H^eDo anc^
let I) be the centralizer of Hg in g. Then t) is a Cartan subalgebra of g and since / is
locally invariant, it follows from Lemma 32 that /(Ho; D)==/(H(); Sg^(D))==o. This
proves that iy==o on Q^.

Conversely assume that 2) holds. Fix a Cartan subalgebra f) of Q and a point
HoE^nI)'. Let A be the Cartan subgroup of G corresponding to t). We now use
the notation of the proof of Lemma i. Then <p defines an analytic diffeormorphism
of Go*Xl)o with £V Fix (BeC^o) and define /eC^o) by the relation
f{x*H) == P(H) (^*eGo*, Hel)o). Then it is obvious that/is locally invariant and therefore

o=/(H; D)=/(H; 8^(D))= (B(H; 8^(D)) (Hel)o)

Since (B was an arbitrary element of C^^o), this implies that Sg^(D)==o onl)o. Hence
in particular (8^(D))^==o. This shows that 2) implies i).

Corollary. — Assume Q. is invariant. Then either one of the two conditions above is equi-
valent to the following.

3) For every invariant function f in C00^), D/=o.
Obviously 2) implies 3). Now assume 3) holds. Fix a Cartan subalgebra i)

of 3 and a point HoG^nI)'. Let I)o be an open neighborhood of H() in I)'ntl. We
assume that I)o ls relatively compact in I)' and jl)ont)o=0 for j-=)= i in W^ (see § 9 for
the definition of W^). Fix ^^^^(^o) and put

(B(H)-j^(V.H) (Hot)).

Then (3s == [B (jeW^) and the mapping <p :G*xI)'->9 is everywhere regular. Put
gt)=9(G*xI) /)=(I) ')G . The group W^ operates on G* X I)' on the right as follows:

(^H^^^H) (.EW(,)

in the notation of the proof of Lemma 24. Since no point of G* x I)' is left fixed by s
if ^4= i, it follows that <p defines an analytic diffeomorphism of the quotient manifold
(G^X^/WG with Cfc. Now define a function F on G*xl)' by

F(^* :H)=p(H) {x^G\ Hel)').

Then F(A;*J : ̂ H) = P^-'H) = (B(H) =F(^* : H) and therefore F defines a C°° function/
on c^. Since I)o is relatively compact in I)' it follows from [3(7)3 Lemma 7] that
Cl(I)o0) Cg^ and therefore we can extend/to a G00 function on Q by defining it to be zero
outside c^. Then it is clear that/is invariant and therefore Df==o on 0. by 3). But

/(H; D)=/(H; S^(D))= pe(H; 8^(D)) (He()o)

because/== (3 =po onl)o. Since [Bo was arbitrary in Cg^^o), this shows that (8g^(D))^==o.
Therefore 3) implies i) and the corollary is proved.
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§ 14. PROOF OF THEOREM 5

We shall now prove the following generalization of Theorem 4.
Theorem 5. — Let D. be a completely invariant open set in Q and T an invariant distribution

on f2. Let D be an analytic and invariant differential operator on 0. such that iy== o for every
invariant C00 function f on £i. Then DT == o.

We again use induction on dim g. Define c and g^ as in § 4 and fix a semisimple
element HQG^ such that H^c. We shall prove that DT==o around Ho. Let 3
denote the centralizer of Ho in g and define ^ and 3' as in [3(2)5 § 2]. Then ^=Q.n^
is an open and completely invariant set in 3. Let a^ and cr^r be the distributions on ̂
corresponding to T and DT respectively under [3(2)5 Lemma 17] with Go=G and
3o==^. Then it would be enough to show that a^==o. However it is easy to
prove (cf. Corollary 2 of [3(2)5 Lemma 17]) that <j^-==^Gy where A=8^(D). Now dry
is an invariant distribution on Qg (see Corollary i of [3(2)5 Lemma 17]) and Ae%(Q^ : 3)
by Lemma 30. Therefore since dim 3 < dim 95 it follows by induction hypothesis
that AG-T==O (see Lemma 31 and the corollary of Lemma 33).

Now fix Go(=cnQ. We claim that T==o around Co. Applying the translation
by —Co to the whole problem, we are reduced to the case when Go===o. Let

D- S a,8{p,)
l<t<^r

where j^, . . .5^ are linearly independent homogeneous elements in S(gJ and
^i5 ..., a^ are analytic functions on Q. Let V be the subspace of S(gJ spanned by
P? {I^^^:r5 xeG). Then obviously dim V<oo and we may, without loss of generality,
assume that (^15 . . . , p ^ ) is a base for V. Then

pr=^{x)p, {xeG)

where c^ are analytic functions on G. Since D^D^, it follows that D^x^D^ and
therefore

This shows that

S^,(^X)a(A)-S^(X)a(^) (Xe^l).
i i

a.(^X)=Sc.,(A;)a,(X) (^G,X6Q).
i

For any integer m, let 2)^ denote the subspace of2)(g^) spanned by elements of
the form pc){q) where p and q are homogeneous elements in P(c^) and S(gJ respectively
and degp—deg q == m. Then if Ae2)^ and Q^is a homogeneous polynomial function on
g, it is clear that AQ^ is homogeneous and

deg(AQJ=degQ+^.
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Choose an open and convex neighborhood Q.Q of zero in Q, such that each ^ (i < ?_< r)
can be expanded in a power series around zero, which converges absolutely on Q.Q . Then

^(X)=S^(X) (XeQo)
v>0

where ^ is a homogeneous polynomial function on g of degree v. It is obvious from
our result above that

^(^X)=^^^,M^(X) {xeG, XeQo)

and therefore

,D=S^a(A)

lies in 3(9c)- O31 Ae other hand it is clear that 2)(9p) is the direct sum of D^ for
all m (—oo<77z<oo) and each 2)^ is stable under G. Let JD^ denote the component
of JD in D^ is this direct sum. Then it is clear that ^D^e3(gJ. Moreover ^D^+o
implies that v==w+degj^ for some i. Hence if WQ== sup degj^, it follows that ^,D^=o
for v > w + ̂ o • P11^

D,=S,D,.
v>0

Then D^e3(g^)nD^. Moreover if j& is a homogeneous element in J(9c), then by
hypothesis

o=Dp== S D^
m>_—We

on Q.Q . Since D^^ is homogeneous of degree m + degj^, it is clear that D^p == o. Therefore
D^T==o by Theorem 4.

Now fix /GC^(Oo). It is clear that for any ^eS(g^), the series

S | a(^| (i^^r)
v>0

converge uniformly on any compact subset of Qp. Hence it follows without difficulty
that the series

S D:/
w>—»n9

converges in C^(Q()) to D*/. (Here the star denotes adjoint, as usual.) This implies
that the series

^ T(D:/)
m>-

converges to T(D*/). But T(D^/)=o since D^T==o. Therefore T(D7)==o. This
means that DT=o on Q^.

The above proof shows that Supp DT contains no semisimple element of 0..
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Hence it follows from Corollary i of Lemma 8 that DT = o. This completes the proof
of Theorem 5.

Remark. — I do not know whether Theorem 5 continues to hold when the condition
of analyticity of D is dropped.

§ 15. SOME PREPARATION FOR THE PROOF OF LEMMA 29

Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with a faithful finite-dimensional
representation, 9 its Lie algebra over R, 6 a Cartan involution of g and g == f + p the
corresponding Cartan decomposition. Let a be a maximal abelian subspace of p.
We introduce an order in the space of all (real) linear functions on a and denote by S
the set of all positive roots of (9, a) (see [s(/), p. 244]). Let a+ be the set of all
points Hea where a(H);>o for every ae2. Put A=exp a and A+=exp(a+) in G.
The exponential mapping from a to A is bijective. We denote its inverse by log.
Introduce a partial order in A as follows. Given two elements h^, h^ in A, we write
h^h^ if f^^~leA+. Let /=dim a. Then we can choose a simple system of roots
oci, . . . , o ^ in 2 (see [3(rf), Lemma i]).

Lemma 34. — Fix some norm v on the finite-dimensional space g. Then for any number
a>^ o, we can choose two numbers b, c (b^ a, c>^ i) with the following property. Suppose Xeg,
heP^ and v(X)^a. Then there exist elements X^eg and h^ef^ such that

1) X^X^Xo)^,!^^;
2) ^mâ  exp a,(log ho)<,c(i +v{'Kh)Y.

(In case l==o, max exp a, (log ho) should be taken to mean i.) We shall give
a proof of this lemma in § 20.

As usual put B(X,Y)=tr(adXadY) (X,Yeg). Then the quadratic form
IIXII^-^X^X)) (Xeg)

is positive-definite and defines the structure of a real Hilbert space on g. For any a>o,
let (o^ denote the set of all Xeg with ||X||<a and put ^^(coj0.

Lemma 35. — Suppose a>b>o. Then Cl^Ci^.
We shall give a proof of this in § 21.
Corollary. — 0.^ is an open and completely invariant subset of Q.
It is obvious that ̂  is open and invariant. Fix X^e^. Then Xo^Y^0 where

|IYo||<^ and x^eG. Choose b such that \\Yo\\<b<a. Then X^eO.^ and G1(^)C^
by Lemma 35. This shows that every point of ̂  has an open invariant neighborhood
whose closure (in g) is contained in 0.^. From this it is clear that ^ is completely
invariant.

For any linear transformation T in g, let T* denote its adjoint (in the sense of
Hilbert-space theory). Put

IMI^t^Ad^rAdW) {xeG).
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Choose a base (H^, . . ., H^) for a over R dual to (a^ . . ., a^) so that

a.(H,)=S,, (i^J^)

and define 77^(a)==Sa(H^) f01* ae2. Since H^ea4^ it is clear that m(a) is a positive
integer. l

Lemma 36. — Given <z>o, w^ ^ZTZ choose numbers by c (b'>_a^ c^ i) such that the following
condition holds. For any Xet^, we can select xeG such that

i) nx-'ii^, 2) iHi^(i+nxiir
where m = I max mfa).aes

(If /==o then m==o by definition.) Choose ^o? ^o sucn lhat Lemma 34 holds
for (&o, 6:0) instead of {b, c) with the norm v(Z)== | |Z | | (Zeg). Let K be the analytic
subgroup of G corresponding to I. Then K is compact, G^KA'^K and Ad(^) is
unitary for A;eK. Hence if x==k^hk^ (k^, A^eK, AeA'1'), it follows that \\x\\ == | |A | [ .
However Ad(A) is self-adjoint (1) and its eigenvalues are i and <?d::a(lo^ (aeS). Since
a (log A) J>o, it is clear that

[[AN^^max^10^1 1 1 1 — aes

where 7z=dim3. But a=== S w^a^ where ^=a(H^) are integers ^o. Hence
i<^^<

a(log A)^m(a)max a,(log h)^mo max a,.(log A)

where WQ = max m (a). Therefore

IIAII^^^max^10^))^

(This holds also if Z==o. We define 77Zo=o in that case.)
Now fix Xe^ and choose Yeg, jyeG such that ||Y||<^ and X=Yy. Let

y=k^hk^ (A;i, k^eK, AeA"^). Replacing (Y, y) by (Y\ ^A), we can assume that y=k^h.
Select Yo£9 and AoeA+ such that Y^^YoMlYoH^&o. i<^o<^ ^d

^^^^^^^(i+IIY71!!)7.

This is possible from the definition of b^y Cy. Then

HAoll^^V^i+IIY^Iir.

Now put x=k^ho. Then X=Yy=Yoa; and therefore HX^H^o. Moreover

il^li^iiAoii^^o^i+iixur.
Therefore we can take b==bo and c=/^l/2^0 in the lemma.

(1) The facts stated here are all well known. They can be found in [3(0)].
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§ 16. SOME INEQUALITIES

For ^ i, let G(t) denote the set of all xeG with HA:[ |_<^. Then G(t) is obviously
compact.

Lemma 37. — Let ^ denote the Haar measure of G. Then there exists a number c>o
and an integer M>o such that

^(G(t))^
for t>i.

The statement is trivial if G is compact. Hence we may assume that Z>i . Put
A-^^A+nG^). Then it is clear that G(t)=KA+{t)K and therefore (see [3^),
Lemma 22])

^G{t))=f^D{h)dh

where dh is the (suitably normalized) Haar measure on A,

D(A) == IT (e^-e-^r. (AeA)

and m^ is the multiplicity of a (m^ is the dimension of the space Q^ consisting of all Xeg
such that [H, X]==a(H)X for all H in a.) Put 2p = 2 ^a. Then it is obvious that

D(h)_<e2^^ aES (AeA-^).

Now 2p=^2^^,a, where m, are positive integers. Put r,=a,(log^). Then

dh=c^d^ . . . d^ where q is a positive constant and

eW^=exp{m^+^.+m^).
Now if ^eA^), we have

I^^^IIAII^

and therefore o^r^log t. Hence

^(G^^^^e^^dh^

where c=-c^(m^m^ . . . m^) and M=m^+...+m^
Lemma 38. — There exists a compact neighborhood U of i in G and two constants a^, q>o

^A the following property. For any ^i, ^ ^yz choose a finite set of points x, ( i^x_<N(^)
in G ^<:A ^Aa^

1) G(^)cU^U;
2) H^H^i^;
3) N(t)<c,t\
By a theorem of Borel [i, Theorem C], there exists a discrete subgroup F of G

such that r\G is compact. Choose a compact neighborhood U of i in G such that
U=U-1 and G^FU. Put

r(^)=rn(G(^)U).
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Select a compact neighborhood V==V-1 of i in U such that V^F^i} (V^VV).
Then the union

U yv=m)v-rem1 v /

is disjoint and
r(^VcG(^)UVcG(^U2.

Choose ^i>i so large that V2cG{a^). Then
r^)VcG(^)G(^)cG(^)

since ||^||^||A:||.||j/|| (^,j/eG). Hence
(i(^(^v)^pL(G(^))^^M^

from Lemma 37. But since the above union was disjoint,
PLTOV)=N(^(V)

where N(^) is the number of elements in F{t). Hence N^)^^ where q^^^/^V).
Let ^(i^'^N(^) be all the elements of F(7). Since r{t)cG{t)VcG{ta^), it follows
that ||^|[^^i^. Finally since G==rU, it is obvious that

G(^cr^)u=U^u.

§ 17. PROOF OF LEMMA 39

Fix a number a>o and let 0.==Q.^ in the notation of Lemma 35. For o<j<^
let ti(^ t) denote the set of all XeQ with .s<||X||<^. Also put ^(^=^(0,^).

Lemma 39. — Let T be an invariant distribution on g. Then there exist elements p^ ..., py
in S(gJ and an integer v^o such that

IT(/)I^(I+(),S sup|8(A)/|
^<^z<_r

for all /eG^^)) and t>o.
This requires some preparation. As before let (Q( (^o) be the set of all points

Xeg with |[X[|<^.
Lemma 40. — Define b, c and m as in Lemma 36 and for any t>o let G( denote the set

of all xeG with \\x\\<^c{i +t)m. Then co^oa(^).
This is obvious from Lemma 36.
Define U and M as in Lemma 38.
Lemma 41.—There exist two numbers q,^>o with the following property. For any t>o,

we can choose a finite set F^ of points in G such that:
1) G^U;
2) lM|^l(I+^M for xeFt;

3) [F<]<^(I+^WM

Here [FJ denotes the number of elements in F^.
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This follows immediately from Lemma 38 if we note that G^=G(^') where
t'^c^+t^.

Now choose b^>b such that Cl(^C^ and fix aeC^coJ such that o_<a^i
and oc==i on co^. For any t>o, put

9(= S a .̂
•^^

Since Q^Co^C^)^ and a= i on G)^, it is clear that <^>i on O.(t). Put ^=(xx|^
on Q(^) (A:eF^).

Lemma 42. — Given j&eS(c^), ^ ^% choose a number c(p)>^o and an integer m{p)>_o
such that

sup|a(j^|^(j&)(i+^
for xe'Ff and t>o.

Let V be the subspace ofS(g<.) spanned by py {jyeG) and let ^, .. .,^ be a base
for V. Then

^- s ^OOAl^»<r

where a, are analytic functions on G. We can choose c'>_o and an integer v^o such
that (see (1) [^{d), p. 203])

I^WI^'lbir (^eG,i^Kr).
Then

a(/>)aa!=(^(^-)a)^=S(Z.^-l)(8(A)a)^.
t

Hence
supl^a-l^oii^-1!]-

where ^=<?/? ^Pl a(A)a l• ^ x==k^hk^ (k^ ^eK, AeA), it is obvious that [ | A : I | = ||A||.
Moreover 6 is a unitary transformation of 9 and therefore since OAd^O'^Ad^"1),
it is clear that \\h\\=\\h-l\\=\\x-l\\. This shows that H^- 1 ] ] = \\x\\ and therefore

supi^a^i^^n^ir^^i^i+^r
since \\x\\<^c^i+t)m for A:eF^. So we can take c{p)=Co^ and m{p)=mv.

Corollary 1. — s\ip\8(p)^\^:c(p)c^i+t)m(p)+mM (C>o).
This is obvious since [Fj_^^(i +^WM.
Corollary 2.—Given peS(Q^), we can choose c\p)>^o and an integer [}.{p)^o such that

sup|a(^aj^^(^(i+^^
0(0

yor XE'F^ and t>o.
Since a^= a^/cp^ and 9^ i on Q(^), this is an immediate consequence of Lemma 42

and Corollary i above.

(1) The proof of Lemma 6 of [3(0?)] is clearly independent of the assumption that rank 9= rank ( which
was made at the beginning of § 3 of [3 (a?)].
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Now we come to the proof of Lemma 39. Put f^ = ̂ f {x^F^). Since 2 o^ == i
on ^), it is obvious that ^^.̂n/-
and therefore

T(/)=,^T(/J.

But T^/^T^)3"1), since T is invariant. Moreover

^PP^^PP/nSupp oc^CSupp of.
Hence

SuppO^CSuppaCc^.

Since co^ is relatively compact in Q, we can select p^ .. .^.^(a,) such that

^{g)\^^^\Wg\ (^^(coj).

Therefore
|iw i = iT((/.n i^ssup 19wr\.

But
supia^/^^supl^^/j.

Let V be the subspace of 8(9,) spanned by pV {jyeG, i^i^r) and let y, {i^j^s) be a
base for V. Then

îĵ 0^ C^G)

where a.,, are analytic functions on G. Moreover we can choose <-o>: o and an integer
v^o such that |ff,,(j) |^o||j>'[p1 for _yeG (see [^{d), p. 302]). Then

^^p\8(p,)fr\^\\x\\"r^^p\8(^\.

We can obviously select ^,, ,̂ in S(g,) (i^A^y, i^j^s) such that

^^(PY)-,^ ^%,)P^^/)y {^j^s)
i <. /C<.M

for any two C00 functions (B and y on g. Then since f^==^f, we get

Ssup | a(^).<Ssup | ̂ ,)a,[ | a(^,)/|.
/ K^ 0(<)

Therefore
|T(/J|^^l|^|l\j^^^p|^^

Now [M|^l(I+^M for xe¥t (Lemma 41). Therefore we get the following result
from Corollary 2 of Lemma 42. There exists a number c^o and an integer ms>o
such that

|T(/,)|^3(I+^3Ssup|a(^,/)/|
fc, y
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for xeF^feC^^t}) and t>o. Since/= S/^ and [Fj^^(I+^)WM (Lemma 41),
we conclude that l

\^{f}\^{i+tr^^\wf\
k , ' f

where c^ = c^ and m^ •= m^ + mM. Obviously this implies the statement of Lemma 39.

§ 18. PROOF OF LEMMA 43

For any a>o define U, as in Lemma 35.
Lemma 43. — Let T be an invariant distribution on Q and fix a number a>o. Then we

can choose p^ . . .,py in S(gJ and an integer d^o such that

|T(/)|^^sup(i+||xr/(X;e(A))|
for all feC^W.

We need some preliminary work. Fix a function aeC^(R) such that
i) a(—^=a(^), 2) o^a^i, 3) a(^)=i if |^ |^i/2 and a(^)==o if [^3/4 (^eR).
Put a^(^)=a(^—k) for any integer k and let

P- 2: a,.
— 00 -<&<00

Fix t^eJH and select an integer A:o such that |^o—^ol^1 /2* Then a^(^o)==i and
therefore (B (^o)^T • Moreover ^ ̂  Supp a ;̂ unless | ̂  — A | ̂  3 /4. Since the closed
interval of length 3/2 with ^ at its center, can contain at most two integral points, it
is clear that

|(rfmP/rfr)^J^2sup|(rfwa/rfr)|
t

for any integer m^o. Therefore i^P^2 everywhere and

sup|(</w(B/AW)|^2Sup|(rfwa/rfr)|<oo.
t t

Put Y^^/P- Then it is clear that

supK^Wl
<

is finite and independent of A:. We denote it by c^.
Since o^Suppa^ if k 4=0, it is clear that ( B = = i around the origin. Hence

B(j)=p(|j|1/2) (jeR) is a C00 function on R and

sup | (^B/^) | = sup | (rf^)^ |.
s t

Since (B = i around zero, it is clear that

supjr^lB/^^oo
<
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for two integers p and q {p>,o, y>i) . Hence it follows that

supK^B/A^^oo.
s

Similarly if A^s) ==o^( s\1'2) (seR), one sees that Aj, is a function of class C°°. Moreover
if /:>o, it follows in the same way that

sup | (^A,/^) | == sup | {d^tdt^^
s t>0

<^s\lp\{d|2{t+k)dt)m(x.\^
t>0

where c^ is a positive number independent of k.
Now put ^(X)=p(||X[|)=B(||X|[2),^(X)=a,(||X||)=A,(||X||2) for Xeg and

A:^>o. Since Q : X->[| X|[2 is a quadratic form on g, it is obvious that g and ̂  are C00

functions on g.
Z^wma 44. — Let p be an element in S(gJ of degree <_d. Then we can choose a number

^p>o such that

\g{X; ^))|^(I+||X||)d, |A,(X; ̂ ))|^(I+||X||)d

yor Xeg flW k'^0.
One proves by an easy induction on d that there exist polynomial functions

?y (°^J^) on g of degrees <_d such that

^(X; a^))=^^^,(X)(^B/^)^,^i.,

A,(X; a^))=^^^,(X)(^A^)^^,,.

for Xeg and A^o. Our assertion now follows immediately from the facts proved
above.

Put gk==h^lg (A^o). Since g^i, ^ is also of class C00.
Corollary. — We can choose c^>_o such that

l&(X;^))|^;(i+|[X||)^

for Xeg and k>^o.
This is obvious from Lemma 44 if we take into account the fact that g>_ i.
We now come to the proof of Lemma 43. Since a^)==o for A;<o and r>o,

it follows that S & = i. Fix fe C" (t2J and put /, = ̂ /. Then S /, =/. It is clear
K>\} fe>0

that if XeSupp^, then I ||X||—A;|^3/4. Therefore f^o {{~k is large. Hence

T(/)=^T(/,).
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Define t2(j, t) and Q(^) (o^j<^) for ^=^ as in the beginning of § 17. Then
^PP^^+i). Therefore, by Lemma 39, we can choose p^ .. . , j&^ in S(gJ and
an integer v^o such that

|T(/,)|^(2+^^^up|^(A)/,|

for all/eC^^) and all k^o. Moreover since | jX | |>A:—i if XeSupp/^, it follows
that

(a+^sup IWAI^^s+IIXIiy'+^X; <5(A.)) |.

Choose .̂, .̂ in S{Qc)(i^i<:r, i^j^s} such that

^(A) (FiF^) = S 0(y.,)Fi. a^F^ (i ̂  ̂  r)

for any two C°° funcdons Fi, Fg on g. Then

IA(X; a(A))|^S|&(x; ?(ft,))||/(x; a(^))|

since f^g^f- Therefore there exist, from the corollary of Lemma 44, an integer dy>o
and a number c^o such that

IA(X; ̂ [^(i+llxr.Sl./pc; a(^))|

for all /eC^U,), ^o, Xeg and i^i^r. Hence

(2 +/;)v+2sup | a(A)A|^3v+2^sup(I + IIXII)^ 9{q^f\

where </=</o+v+2. Put
^,=3^2: (^+2)-2<oo.

&>0

Then it follows that

|T(/)|^^JT(/,)|^^Ssup(i+ 1 1 X 1 1 ) ^ 1 8(^f\

for /eC^(QJ. This completes the proof of Lemma 43.

§ i9. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF LEMMA 29

As usual we identify 9, with its dual under the Killing form. Gall an element
^^(Qc) real ^J^) is real for Xeg. Then we can select j&i, . . . , j & , in I(gJ such
that i) p^ is real and homogeneous of degree ^ i and 2) ^J^C^i, . . .,^]. Put

?(X)=^A(X)2 (Xeg).

Lemma 45,—We can choose a number 8>o such that ^(X)<8(Xeg) implies that XeQ^.
Suppose this is false. Then we can choose a sequence X^eg (A:^>i) such that

^^A;)"^0 an(! X^Q^. Let Y^ and Z^ respectively be the semisimple and nilpotent
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components of X^ (see § 3). Then Y^eCl(X^) from the corollary of Lemma 7.
Therefore ^(Y^)=^(X^). Since 0.^ is open and invariant and X^t^, it is clear that
Y^H,. Therefore y(YJ=^(X^)-^o and Y^^.

Let t)i, . . ., ̂  be a maximal set of Cartan subalgebras of g, no two of which are
conjugate under G. Y^, being semisimple, lies in some Cartan subalgebra of g which
must be conjugate to I), for somej. Hence we can choose x^eG and an index j^ such
that Y^el), . By choosing a subsequence we may assume that H^.==Y^eI) (A:>:i)
where I) is a fixed Cartan subalgebra of g. Then q{'H.^)===q(Y^)->o and therefore it is
obvious that p(H.^)->o for any pel(Q^) which is homogeneous of degree ^i. Now
define Oj^^j^n) in I(gJ by

det(^—adX)=r+ S ^(X)r-^ (Xeg),
1 <^ i <' nl<,<n'

where f is an indeterminate. Then ^ is homogeneous of positive degree and therefore
({j (H^) —> o. However

det(f—adH)=f'n(<—a(H)2) (Hel))
oc ^> 0

where /=dim I) and a runs over all positive roots of (g, t)). Therefore a(H^)-^o for
every root a and hence H^->o. But then |[HJ[<a if A; is large and therefore
Y^^.^^H^e^, giving a contradiction with our earlier result. This proves Lemma 45.

Corollary 1. — There exists a C°° function g on Q such that:
1) g is invariant and Supp^C^;
2) ^=i around ^ero;
3) for any ^eS(c^), z^ can choose Cp, mp>_o such that

[^(X;^))[^(i + 1 1 X 1 1 ) ^ (Xea).

Select a C°° function F on R such that i) F(^=F(—^), 2) F(^)=i if H.<8/3
and F(^==o if ^1>8/2 (^eR). Put

^(X)=F(y(X)) (Xeg).

If XeSupp^, it is clear that ^(X)^8/2 and therefore Xet2^. Moreover ^(X)==i
if ^(X)^8/3. Fix ^+o in S(gJ and let d=d°p. Then it is clear that

g{X; c){p))=^{d^ldt^^(X) (Xeg)

where p. {o^j^d) are suitable elements in S(gJ. Hence ̂ obviously satisfies condition 3).
Corollary 2. — Let T ̂  an invariant distribution on U,. Then ̂ T ^ a tempered distri-

bution on fl.
Put T^ = ̂ T (A; = i, 2). Then T^ is an invariant distribution on g. We now apply

Lemma 43 to T^. So we can choose an integer d>o and elements A^^gJ (^^^
such that

|W)|^ S sup(I+|]X||)d|/(X;^A•))|
l<t<r
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for /eC^QJ. Therefore if /eG^g), we have

|T,(/)|=|T^)|^Ssup(I+|[X||)d|A(X;a(A))|

where fi==gf. Now select p^ ft,eS(gJ (i^^r, i^j<^) in such a way that

^(A^pip^-Sa^pl.a^^^ (i^;<r)

for any two C°° functions 915 <pg on g. Then

Wf^^g^W
Therefore, by condition 3) of Corollary i above, it is obvious that there exist c, m>o
such that

iT,(/)|^Ssup(i+ HXID^-I^X; a(y.,))|

for yeC^(g). This proves that Tg is tempered.
We can now complete the proof of Lemma 29. Since Q is an open neighborhood

of zero, we can choose a>o such that XeQ whenever |[X||<a (Xeg). Therefore
Q^Ctl. Now take f==g2 where g is defined as in Corollary i of Lemma 45. Then
it follows from Corollary 2 above thatjfT is a tempered distribution on g. This proves
Lemma 29.

§ 20. PROOF OF LEMMA 34

We shall now begin the proof of Lemma 34. Since any two norms on g are
equivalent, it is enough to consider the case when v(X)= [|X[| (Xeg). The case /==o
being trivial, we assume /> i and use induction. For any (real-valued) linear function X
on a, let g^ denote the space of all Xeg such that [H,X]==X(H)X for all Hea.
We denote by E^ the orthogonal projection of g on g^. Then g^=={o} unless X==o
or ±a for some ae2. Since ad H is self-adjoint for Hea (see [3(^)5 Lemma 27]),
the spaces g^ and g^ (X+p-) are mutually orthogonal. Therefore if

E^= S E,, E_= S E_,,
• aCS aCS

it is clear that E^. + E() + E_ = i.
Let S denote the set { i , 2, . . . , /} and for any subset Qof S, let SQ denote the set

of all ae2 which are linear combinations of a^ (zeQJ. Define TtQ== S g^ and let Qq
a e SQ

be the subalgebra of g generated by nQ+9(rtQ). Then 6(gq)==gQ and therefore
SQ^Q+PQ where t^=inQ^ pQ=pngQ.

Lemma 46. — Q^ is semisimple.
Let <X, Y>=—B(X, 6(Y)) (X, Yeg) denote the scalar product in the Hilbert

space g and, for any linear function X on a, let H^ denote the element in a such that
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<H,H^>==X(H) for all Hea. We know (see [3(rf), Lemma 3]) that if X^ and
|[X| |=== i, then [6(X),X]==H,.

First we claim that Qq is reductive in 9. Let U be any subspace of 9 such that
[gq, U]CU. Since 9Q= 6(9Q), ad Qq is a self-adjoint family of transformations in Q [3(^)3
Lemma 27]. Hence ifVis the orthogonal complement ofU in 9, V is stable under ad Qq.
This proves our assertion. Therefore 9Q==[9Q, Qq] is semisimple. Now fix ae^Q and
Xe^ with | |X[ [== i . Then [6(X), X]==H^9Q and therefore [H^ X]==oc(HJXe9Q.
Since a(HJ== HHJI^O, this proves that 9ac9Q• However 9Q is obviously stable
under 6 and so we conclude that nQ+6(nQ)CgQ. But, in view of the definition of Qq^
this implies that 9q=9Q. This proves that 9q is semisimple.

Let FQ denote the orthogonal projection of 9 on Qq. We have seen above that
H^ean9Q for aeSq. Put OQ= S RH^. and let bQ denote the orthogonal complement

_ ^ cr y
of OQ in a. Then (XQ= S RH^C^Q.

aG SQ

Lemma 47. — OQ = d^Qq' Moreover Fq commutes with Q and ̂ for any linear function X
on a.

LetHebQ. Then a,(H)=<H^, H> =o (zeQ) and therefore a(H)=o for ae2:Q.
Hence H commutes with HQ+^HQ) and therefore also with Q(^. Since 9q is semisimple,
it follows that 9Q°bQ=={o}. Therefore since CtqC-Qq, it is obvious that O^Q^CIQ.

Let mQ be the set of all Xe9o such that [H, X]e9o for all Hea. Then rriQ
is a subalgebra of 9q which contains TtQ+6(nQ). Hence rrtQ=9Q. Therefore Qq is
stable under ad H (Hea) and this implies that E^QCQQ for any linear function X on a.
This shows that FQ commutes with E^. Similarly since Qq is stable under 6, FQ commutes
with 6.

Corollary. — OQ is maximal abelian in PQ and OQ^FQO.
Since 9o+ttQ+9(nQ) is a subalgebra of 9, it must contain 90. Therefore

X=EoX+ S E,X+ S E_,X (Xe9Q).
a e SQ a e SQ

Now suppose Xepo and it commutes with OQ. Then

o=[H,X]= S a(H)E,X- S a(H)E_,X (HCOQ)
a £ SQ a G SQ

and therefore a(H)E^X==o for HeaQ and aeSq. But H^eaQ for aeSQ and
a(HJ== [|H^||2>o. Hence E^^X=o(ae2o) andtherefore X=EoXe9o. This means
that Xe9onp==a since a is [maximal abelian in p. But then Xecm9Q=aQ. This
proves that OQ is maximal abelian in ?Q.

Since Fq commutes with 6 and Eo and aCp, it is clear that FQ(XCpQn9o. But
since OQ is maximal abelian in pq, PQn9o=ClQ• This proves that FQa=OQ.

Let /Q denote the number of elements in Q .̂ Then dim aq=/Q. Let Gq and Aq
be the analytic subgroups of G corresponding to 9q and OQ respectively. If Q=t= S,
Lemma 34 holds for (90, aq) instead of (9, a) by the induction hypothesis. Let A^ be the
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set of all A^AQ such that a,(logA).>o (zeQJ. Then we obviously have the following
result.

Lemma 48. — Assume that Q,4= S. Then there exist numbers b^ c^>_ i with the following
properties. Suppose Xec^, ||X|[^< i and heA^. Then we can choose XoGgQ, ^eA^ such
that:

1) X^=X^ ||Xo[|^ o^ a, (log Ao)^ a, (log A) (zeQJ,
2) m^exp(a,(logAo))^^(I+||X?»||)/Q.

Let A^QJ be the set of all heA'^' such that oc^log h)=o (j^Q,). For any AeA,
define

AQ=exp(Sa,(logA)H,).

Then a^(log A)==a;(log hq) (zeQJ and therefore log h—log hq commutes with Qq so
that X^X^Q (XG^Q). Moreover if A eA+, it is clear that I < A Q < A and AQeA+(Q,).

Corollary. — Suppose Xegq, [|X||^i anrf AeA+(Q^). TA^z ^^ ^TZ ^Aoo^ XoegQ
and hoeA+(QJ) such that

i) X^Xo^ Xo||^&Q, K^o^A,
2) ^^^^^(^^^^(i+lix?0!!)^.
Put A^exp^Sa^log^FQH,). Then A'EAQ and {h^^h from the corollary

of Lemma 47. Hence X^=X^. Choose h^eA^ and X^egQ such that the conditions
of Lemma 48 hold for (X, h ' , Xg, h'o) in place of (X, h, X^, Ag). Then if we put Ao=(^o)o,
all the conditions of the corollary are fulfilled.

For any ieS and Zeg, define

^z:Z)==m^ax ||E,Z||
a(H,)+0

and let Q,(Z) be the set of all ieS for which [ji(z : Z)^i. Moreover for any subset Q^
of S, let SQ denote the complement of SQ in 2.

Lemma 49. — Let Z 6^ ^ element of Q. Then | |E^Z||<i for every ae(SQ(z))'.
Suppose | E^Z| |^>i for some ae2. We have to show that aeS^. Fix z'eS

such that a(I-y=t=o. Then
^:Z),>||E,Z||>i

and therefore zeQ^Z). Since this holds for every i for which a(H^)4=o, it is clear
that ae2Q(z).

Put F Q = = I — F Q for any subset Q^ of S. Fix Xeg and heA'^ and assume that
[|X||^i. Put Q^Q=Q^(Xh) and let s denote the number of elements in S.

Lemma 50. — HF^X^I^i+j^2 for any aeA such that i^a^h.
Let X be a linear function on a such that 9^4={o}. Then

E.X^^^E.X.'
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Now a>i and therefore X(log a)<,o if X^o. Therefore since F^ commutes with Eo
and E_, it is obvious that

||(Eo+E_)F^XO||^||(E„+E_)Xa||^||X||^I.
On the other hand a(log ff)^a(log h) (aeS) since a^h. Therefore

l|E+^Xa||2= S HE^II2^ 2, HE^H2^
"e1-!}. aeE,,,

from Lemma 49. Since
F^Xa=(E++E<,+E_)FQ,Xa,

our assertion is now obvious.
Lemma 51. — For any (1) Q<S, select b^ and ̂  corresponding to Lemma 48 and define

î+^+m^, ^=ma^.

Let X69,AeA+ and suppose that ||X||^i and O^X^S. Then we can choose X^Q
and AoeA4" such that

1) X^Xg', i^h^h, ||Xo||^^;
2) ̂  exp a.(log h,)^c,{ i + \ [ Xg-1 f -1.

Put Q.=Q,(X'>). Then X^FQX^+F'QX'1. But since FQ commutes with Ad (h)
(Lemma 47), we have

FQX^FQX^X^

where XQ=FQX. Since Q,<S, we can apply the corollary of Lemma 48 to (XQ, Ar>).
Hence we can choose X^egq and AoeA"l•(Q,) such that:

1) X^=X?', HX,||^^, i^h^h^,
2) i"1.̂  ̂ P a' (^ ̂ )^^( i + 1 1 X^ 1 1 ) ̂ .

Then
X" = X^» + FQ X" = (Xi + F^X'18)''0

where h^-h^1. Since Kh^h^h, it follows that i^h^h. Put
X.^Xi+F^X'1'.

Then
l|Xo||^||X,||+|lFQX?t'||^Q+I+,^^

from Lemma 50. Moreover
x^=x^=^x\

Therefore
l|xM|^||x/l||=[|x?•l|.

Hence
lma^exPa.( logAo)^^(I+11X^11)^^(1+||Xo^|[) /- l

and so the lemma is proved.

(1) Q.<S means that Q, is a subset of S and Q ̂  S.
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Put c=2lCQ and & = = & o . Then in order to prove Lemma 34, itis obviously enough
to verify the following result.

Lemma 52. — Let Xeg and heA^ and suppose | |X[ [_<i . Then we can choose
X^eg and ^eA4' such that:

1) X^XS", l|Xo||^, Kh^h,
2) ^expa^log^^^i+llX^ID^.

If ^(X^O, our statement follows immediately from Lemma 51. So we may
assume that

[i(z:X^i (i^^).

Let Q be the set of all aeA-^- such that i) i -<a^h and 2) ^(z : X0)^ 1/2 (i<:i^:l).
Obviously Q, is a compact set containing h. Put

/(^^(^X0) (̂ ).

Theny is a continuous function on 0. which must take its minimum at some point OQe^l.
First suppose OQ==I. Then ie0, and therefore

(Jl(l:X)^I/2 (l^'^).

Now fix zeS and choose aeS such that a(H^)4=o and [ |E^X|[^i/2. Then

[|E+X/l[|^^a(lo^^||E^X||^2-l^(lo^/l).
Therefore

max^ lo^^2||E+X /^[|^2[lX / l[|.

Since 6^ i and ^==2^o>2, we can take XQ=X and h^=h in this case.
So now assume that a^ i. Then we claim that [L{i :X a o )==I /2 for some z.

For otherwise suppose |ji(z rX00)^^ for every z. Chooser such that a^(log do) +o.
Put <2g==<Zo(exp(—eHy.)) where s is a small positive number. If e is sufficiently small,
it is clear that ^eflL Hence /(^)>/(^o)- O11 ^e other hand since

IIE^sll^-^IIE^II (ae2),
it is clear that

^X^^X^)

for every z. Moreover ^~£a(H7)< i if a(H,) 4= o(ae2) and therefore since [L{J : X00)^ i /2,
it is obvious that

^X^^X^).

But this implies that j\a^ <./(^o) ^d so we get a contradiction. Hence ^(z : X^) =1/2
for some z and therefore (^(X^^S. But then by Lemma 51 we can choose Xgeg
and ^i eA4- such that X00 == XS1, 1 1 Xo 1 1 <: bo, i -< ffi < ̂  and

1% ex? ̂ S î) ̂  ̂ ( i + 1 1 X? |\?-i
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Now put Ao=^o-1^. Then

X^ == (X00)^0"' === (X^00-1 = XS°
and therefore

IIX^II^IlE.X-llexpaaog^1)) (aeS).
Fix zeS. Then since ^(z : X^ 1/2, we can select ae2 such that a(H,)+o and
IIBa^ll^i /^ . Therefore since i-<^<^ we have

ll^ll^-^xpa^ogO^-1)).
On the other hand

^^^^(i+IIXo^iD^^^i+nx^ii)^1.
Therefore since h^ha^a^ we get

^(log^^jix^iKi+nx^ii)7-1.
But since i^a^h, we have (see the proof of Lemma 50)

IIE+X^I^IIE.^II^HX^
and

I K E o + E J X ^ I I ^ H X I I ^ i .
Therefore

||Xa•||^I+||X'>||
and hence

<a•(log/'t)^2.o||Xft||(2+[|XA||)^-l^(I+||X/•||)/.

Since |[Xo||^^=&, Lemma 51 (and therefore also Lemma 34) is proved.

§ 21. PROOF OF LEMMA 35

We have still to prove Lemma 35. Fix a>b>o and let x, and X, (^i) be
two sequences in G and 9 respectively such that ||X,||<^ and x,X, converges to
some Y^. We have to prove that Y€^. Let x, = W, (k,, ̂ eK; A.eA^. Replacing
(^, X,) by (^.,/;;X.) we may assume that x,=k,h,. Moreover by selecting a
subsequence we can arrange that k^k and X.->X {keK, Xeg). Then by replacing
(Xf, Xf, Y) by (k ^ X,, k~lY), we are reduced to the case when k=i. Now

X^-X^i-Ad^^X^.

Since X^Y and k^i, it is clear that ||X?*—X^[|^o. Hence X^->Y.
By selecting a subsequence we can obviously arrange that the following condition

holds. There exists a subset Q. of S such that a,(logA.) -> t, (f,eR) for jeQ_ and
^ogh^+m for j^Q, (i^J^/) as t^oo. Then it is clear that

E.^X^-^^E^X^o
for aeS'Q. Put

E=Eo+ S (E,+E_J
(Xfc2^Q
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and
A=exp(^,H,).

EX^EX^.
Then it is clear that

On the other hand if

we have
^=^'

l=E+E'-+^-

Therefore since E_^X^-^o (aeS'Q), we conclude that

(E+E+)X^Y.

Therefore Y==EY+E+Y and EY=EX\ Now select He a such that ^(H)=o
for jeQ^ and a^(H)>o for J^Q, (i^/.<^). Then a(H)>o for aeS'Q and therefore

Ad(exp(—^H))E+Y->o

as t->+ao. Put j^=(AexpriH)~1. Then

Y[/<=EX+(E/+Y)l/^EX

as t->+oo. Since ||EX|[^||X||^, it follows that l|Y^||<<z if t is sufficiently
large and positive. Therefore Ye^ and this proves Lemma 35.

The Institute for Advanced Study,
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